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SU1'1HAi"lY

Iron oxide fume,. characteristic of oxygen stoolmak:inc

processes, has beEm measured when produced from approx'im,"tely 12 g.
iron/cD-rbon nlloys cOYltninod in

:111

alumin:: boat in

8.

transparent silica

reaction tube.Various oxygen/argon mixtures h,'lVG been passed over the
molten Cllloys r,nd ;,hile Cl .sufficiently high c,c,rbon content ;'us present
in the metal, surface d"c,'lrburization occu:cred accompanied by vaporization of iron..

111118 rate of dectl.rburization wns ill,"asuI'cd by menllS

of an infra-red analyser which indicatud that during this period, the
rate '·;as proportional to the oxygen p"rtial pressure.

\"}hen the carbon

content \"w.s insufficient to .;)rovont oxide form::ttion occurring on the
metal surfncG, a carbon monoxide boil \Jas nucleated.

'Chis boil haG been photographed at 5000 frames/second,
showing the ejection of droplets out of the b"th, somo of ',hich exploded
into fume.
From thG difference in the nature and gU'lnti ty of fume
produced in the "bubbling:: and"vaporizQtion" otagcs, it is concluded
that bubble bursting and the subsequent oxidation of iron droplets in

an oxothermic atmos]herc is the m8.jor CQuse of fume f ormRtion in oxygen
steelmQking.
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1, Introduction

An important staljo in the production of steel is the refining
procGss in Hhich blnst furnQcG iron hac its constituents oxidised to a
varying degree to meet

i'.

required spoc:ificA.tion.

A m2.jor problem of this

process has always been the production of iron oxide fume.
Present day domcmds

fOi'

erei1ter spoed of production hic.s

entailed the Use of tom:.agn oXY8cn to e. rapidly inc::"easing

dOQ;rcc and

the fume problem h.cB escalated corr'Gspondingly.

The elimination of fume as far as logislation is concerned
(Section 1 (ii) )c= be :lchieved by two different methods.

It can ei ther

be fil tered off from the gases leaving the converter or it can be

eliminated at source.
Some degree of success has been achieved in the latter case
by blowing th(, bath wi th oxygen and various hydrocnrbons, either in the
form of gas or oil (Appendix 2), but clearly the most constructive means of
attempti:lg to eliminate fume is to determine thG meA.ns by which it is
formed initially <lnd thon to alter or rGmove a key stage in the process.
Thus, the aim of the research was to investigate fume and
determine the mechanism of its formation.
1(1) The Fume Problem

The production of steelmcudng fume is a nuisance in three
different Ivays.
(a)

Loss of Metal Yield
1
Sargent h28 Given approximate fume yields for various steel-

makinG processes as follows:Table I
Fume Yield

96
Open lIoarth

0.4

Electric Arc

O.lf

Bcssemer

1. D
Kaldo

!

1.0

1

1.0(ref

0.5

27)

Figure .1
The Emission of Fume from an Oxygen Blown Furnace

V.L . N. Plant,
Port Talbot.

l

-7Thus for an annual steel production of 25,8 million tons, as in 1968,
an approximQte fume yield would be 0.2 million tons.
(b)

Cost of Fume Cleaning Plc',nt I, 18, 115.
Tho neGd tc separOlte fume from its exh:mst gases is Q costly

item, both in terms of capital expenditure, ,:cnd in its operation and
maintenance.

Beth'cen 1957 and 1967, the use of high puri ty oxygen in

steelmakiilg increased t'1elvefold and

necessi tQted known capi tal expen-

di ture of about £17 million on cleaning installations to comply Ili th
clean-air requirements.

Sargent quotes fume cleaning as costing about

5s. per ton of steel or about £6 million per

annu~.

-The high cost of fume sepC\I'ation is illustrated by the fact
that about 10 percent of the capital cost of the now L.D plant ,at B.S.C.
Port Talbot, which incorporqtes the O.G, system. ,is required for waste gas
cleaning.
(c)

Refractory Attack
Iron oxide. either in the form of fume or oxidised ejections

is well known to hllve a devastating effect on steel pbnt refractories ,1,74
Silica bricks react "d th iron oxide to form fetyali te 2FeO.Si02
wi th a conscquent lOI;ering in melting-point to about 1200o C. Chcsters,65
has shovm that the rate of Vlear of a silica open hearth roof is linearly
related to the deposition of iron oxide.
,For

alu~ino-silicate

refractories or clays, the silicate part

forms ,fayali te VIi th iron oxide as before while the alumina part formshercynite FeO.Al203, aspinel

hqvin~

a melting point of 1850o C.

This,

however, enters into solid solution with other spinels (e.g. FeO.Fe203)
Hi th a resulting drop in melting point.
Magnesia refractories absorb iron oxide and'form magnesiowustite

MgO.FeO in a reducing atmosphere and magnesio-ferrite

in oxidising atmospheres, both h::ving lower melting points.
In addi tion, ch'mges in refractory ,atuosp-hBre,

MgO.Fe2~

i.e.

oxidising - reducing - oxidising, caUSe

expansions ::nd contr3.ctions

in the r8frc,ctory and cracking occurs.
Finally, chromc-magnesi te rofr,-\ctori8s absorb iron oxide which
resul ts in Cl rapid {)xpmsion nnd bursting,
The cost of this rcfrnctory ,'1ttack is difficult to assess
wi thaut having detailed figures available.

Sargcnt
ton of steel.

1

quotes refractory costs at betwcen

5/-

to

18/-

per

Prcscntday refractory costs for the open hearth are some-

what higher them the figures given - in the order of 25/- per ton but the

cost is drastically reduced to about

3/- per ton for L.D. furnaces.

1 (ii) Lco;islection Controlling Fume Emission From Iron and Steel i'lorks

ill the..J!.:...,!S.'

The main rclcv,"nt lor,islation forming the b:1sis for present
day control of fume pollution from iron and steel ;lOrks is the Alkali,
etc.

IJorks 'Rogu19,tion ,'lct

1906 and its subsequent Orders, for 'Ihich

the controlling authority is th", Alkali Inspector"te of the Ministry of
Housing and

Local~uthori ty.

and the requirement is th,t

Steelmaking furnClces come \'Ii thin the Act
"the best practicable;

to prevent offensive emissions.

I"O=S"

must be used

Tlw Alkali Inspcctor:1te has defined

1ipresumpti vc limits" for these emissions vlhich must not be exceeded at any
stage.

Tho limit imposed for brown fume emission is 0.05 grains f':!'

cu. ft. (115 mg. /m 3 ) at 150 C and 760 m.m. which applies to ct,eclmaking
procosses in which oxygen is used for refining; in practice thG criterion
is that the stack exhaust to atmosphere should be ncar to the invisibility
limi t.

----~----

.--------------~~----~

Literature Survey

In the last ten years, the increasins use of oxygen in
steelmrucing !;ith its corresponding fume problem has caused many papers
to appear in the literature on fume formation.
They have either centred .:\round the four main theories !;hich
have at sometime, been used to explain the quantities evolved, or have,
given laboratory or plant observations in the hope that it !;ould shed some
light on the mechanism of fume formation.

The majority of information

has been qualitative and the different techniques used in producing and
sampling fume have
(b)

m8~de

the comparison of quan.ti tati iT!]. data unreliable.

Composition
The usual concept of fume is the orango-bro;m haematite,

Fe203' which occurs !;hen there is ample air entrainment into the !;aste
gases leaving the furnace.

The other extreme is the O.G. process in

which no air entrainment takes place.

In this case the fume is black

and contains predominantly metallic iron and wustite (FeO).Thus it can
be seen that the composition of fume will depend on the point of sampling
and the method of collection.
The proportion of iron oxides in the total solids contained
in the fume is usually ,.i thin the range 85 - 95% when oxygen is being
blown 1, the remainder being mdde up of the oxides of other metalloidc in
the metal, or slag constituents.
2(c)

Particle SizG
Nearly every report on fume measurements has included

pe,rticle size observations but these ore knol,m to be dependent on the
position and particularly the method of sampling.
primary particles rendily

agglomer~te

size, whereas the initial particle
0.01 jJ

In addition, the

into clusters of several microns

di~eter

is usually in the range

to 1 JI.78The electron microscope is the only satisfactory

method of particle size measurement and then only after the agglomerates have been broken do!;n by means of ultrasonics 1,68,

.lO~

There
refcr8nCf~

ho~s

been no ',cceptod defini tion ofo fUme wi th

to it,s ptl.rticlc size.

For thQ purposos of this invGotigation, fume is consid"red to be tlnt proportion of m:ctcrirtl leaving the b lth which

5 t'

is less them

in diameter.

Anything gro!Cter than thif3 size

would in prnctico prei3ent nCl difficulty in ge,s cleaninG

18

providinc; no other objection'1blo factors \;ore pr;,sont.
2(d) Fume, Content ~ ''/Ilste GRS8..'::.
HeQsurements of the fume content of

produced etS wide P, varil1tion of figures
measurements.

g;,g;

'4'1StC

b,::.[-],X3

h~VQ

havo p:lrticl,; size

rrhis h.'1S probn.bly 'been due: to different st'1.mpling

pointi3 o'md also to ,the difficulty in snmplin" isokineticc:lly, i.e.

n.t the snmo velocity

2.8

tho.t existin::~ ·'It the point of smnpling, in

order to [,et" rcprosentati ve result.
rrmcinc; from 19.
90 g.

1m3

1m3

for open heruhths using oxide for refininG to

for L.D. convertors.

results 42,80,81,116.

Del ton 47 quotes vo-,lues

Other workers quote similccr
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2(ii)

I

Current Theories on Fume Formation
Ca) Volatile Compound Formation

rni tial studies were c:u-ried out by Sch"lller
and Kohlmeyer in 1939 44

They introduced into a carbon crucible

containing molten iron/carbon alloy, ferric oxide pellets which
were reduced to iron, absorbing carbon from the crucible.

There

then followed a reaction between the iron -carbon melt and a layer
of molten ferrous oxide floating on

~he

surface. Brown smoke was

·evolved in the burning gases, the emission of which continued until
no oxide remained on the surface.

They found that iron losses

amounted to 45% which was redu.ced to 4% if the experiment
stopped before the reaction to6k place.

",as

Simple vaporization was

discounted because of the high boiling point of iron and so the
authors concluded that a volatile compound had been formed.

Losses

due to spraying were eliminated by using a lid to the crucible.
They thon investignted the factors which influenced fuming whon using
ferric oxide pellets and when blmring wi th oxygcm, nhd found· that if
carbon was

~bsent

from the renction. no fuming occurred.

Also, if there

w~s

an oxygen-free ntmosphore above the

melt, there were no iron losses.

To determine which volatile

compound was formed, they took material balances on the cecrbon and
iron present before and after the experiment, and concluded that
Fe CCO)6 was produced by the re·'lction:2

6Fe C + 6FeO = 22Fe + Fe <CO)6
2
3
The work was continued by Kohlmeyer and Spandau
in 1944,
They reproduced the material balances carried out
when air

WRS

blown onto a molten iron

crucible, taking

."l

bath~held

in a carbon

further pre<:D.ution to ensure that the whole

~--------------------------------------------------------

.

FIGURE 2
EARLY

INVESTIGATIONS INTO

FUME

FORMATION

(refs 44,45)

•

Air blown on

Air blown on

pure iron.

iron/carbon alloy

NO

FUME.

COPIOUS FUME.

Ferric oxide pellets Ferric oxide. pellets
on molten

on molten

iron/carbon

iron! carbon

surface.

surface.

COPIOUS FUME
which continued
while

oxide

remained on the
surface.

Inert atmosphere
over

bath.

Ejections but
NO FUME.
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carbon surface was covered with.iron during the experiment, since
they considered th-.t the carbon loss in the early experiments could
be due to direct reaction with oxygen.

They found that the weight

ratio of iron/carbon losses varied from 1/1 to 1/1.65, and deduced
thnt ferrous oxide I{as formed when the air hi t the iron surf.:tce,
which reacted ,s follows:Fe C + FoO = 31"e + Fe CO
3
This c~rbonyl would immediately decompose above the
bath and react ,Ji th oxidising gasos

present to give iron oxide

-,

fume nnd carbon dioxide.
Ch:otracteristics of cnrbonyls have been given by Anderson
and PeRrson98

0

Iron pentacarbonyl is a yellow liquid with

Cl

46

boiling

point of 103°C.

Above this tem:~orature it decomposes to iron and

carbon monoxide.

]'e(CO\ and Fe (CO)9 are unstable and Fe (CO)6
2
2

is said to be produced as a radical during the decomposition of

Turkdognn nnd Le!1ke 52 ex,cunined fume formation on two
different scnl:;s using 1 g. melts h01d in reaction boats in a
horizont81 furnaco and 900 g.
furnace.

samples melted in a high frequency

They investigated various alloys of iron Qnd found that for

fume formation to take pl',ce, carbon must be present.

On the larger

scale, they obtained a linear correlation between carbon content and
fume formation rate until npproxim.-,tely 27& cwbon was reached when thel7e
was a s:lc.rp cut-off wi th little fume formation occurring at lower
crtrbon contents.

2

Their m3.Ximum fume rntes ,lOre 0.4 mg./cm sec of
2

Fe at 3.596 cD,rbon which reducad to 0.016 mg./cr. sec at 2% carbon
irrespecti ve of vJllether air or oxygen was being blown.

-It.-

Vlhen c:crbon monoxide Wts bubbled through iron-carbon m"l ts, no fumes
were abserved which they considered ,!Quld m.J.ke the cl1rbonyl theory
eVen more unlikely.

They favoured the theory of a sub-oxide form·ation

by considerinir, the datCl. of knOl;n SUb-oxides, SiO, 111 0 "nd Zr 0.
2
2
From their results of quantity of fume for known cctrbon reduction, Qnd
RSSllEtrng

thnt ,:"1.11

evolved tv-era c.:lrbon monoxide, the apparent

g:'l.SCG

vapour prossure of iron
alt':tough Snrgont

1

uJD.S

nbou t ono tenth of an atmosphere

considers t':to.t the fume measurements m"y

hnve been high due to the cntrl1in.'llent of large particles from the
bath.

In the small-scale experiments on a series of iron-cnrbon

allOYS, there

nppc~rcd

to be a definite correlo.tion between the

iron collected {";nd the volumo of c·::trbon monoxide generated.
. d :::>ut some cxperlmen
.
t
8 'lnves t'J.ga. t'lng VO 1 D. t'l
l. C compoun d
Bates 51 Cflrr1.0

formcttion using a ,;m"ll carbon crucible and ferrous oxide.

was collected under argon. on

copper condensor,o.nd provision was

Cl.

mD.de to "void splasn')s baine: collected.
X-rny diffraction and
ASTH index.

.'1

1'he fume

This fume W2S examined by

compound ,ms found 1.Jhich did not appear in the

".f,Jverthcless, ha concludes that volatile cnmpound form-

ation probably plocys only a, minor pClrt in fume form'ltion.
The most det·:tiled study on volatile compound formation
WD.S

reported by Belton

47,66

He studied the vol:ltilization of solid

iron in atmospheres of H 0 - H 2
2

and CO - CO

2.

The gases were not

sufficiently oxidising for freo FeO to form on the metal surface.
iron loss in

I<~ight

pressure effects.

WClS grGP,ter than that expected from normal vapour

.Ill enhiCnced velatili ty

W.2S

observed in every case,

the volp,tili ty increasing wi th inoreasing partial pressure of steam
or carbon dioxide.

The

Ho

ob~"1in"d

apparent vapour pressures of iron in the

volatile species as approximately 10-5 atmospheres depending on the
temperature nnd gas composition,
nt~osphores

consider~b1y

less than the 10-

2

that a volatile iron compound would need to exhibit to

explain commercial fume qunntities •
.Bol ton deduced that the volatile species in H 0 - H2
2
atmospheres "ms Fe (OH)2'
of Fo02 and FeC0

3

With CO - CO

2

atmospheres, the formation

was suggested but not confirmed.

He considered that

if n volatil0 compound existed 1 it would hnve been observed in his
work nnd thnt the onhanced volatilities measured could not account
for the qunntities of fumo obtained in industrial steclmaking.

-16-

(b)

The "Hot Spot" Theory
l/hen oxygen or nir reacts Hi th "ny of the elements

contained in a steel bath, the r,esult is usually a liberation of heat
and an observQtion of the impact zone in a steel converter clearly
ShOHS that it is at "- much higher temper."ture
of the bath.

th·~n

that of the bulk

BGcause of th" considerablo iwre,Clse in vapour pressure

of iron for increasing tempor"-turos ~-ove about 17000CCfig. 3) ,a
theoryhas been postulated which suggests that thE: fume is

0.

conse-

quence of the onlnnced vnpour pressure of the imp'ct zone.
Ivorkers who have invostigated this theory have obtnined
results either by measuremont of the temperature contours around the
hot-spot or by calculation of the temperature which should exist if
assumptions which gave to be made, are valid.
Kosmider, NeuhD.s o.nd Kratzenstein 77 calculated the
-temperatures occurring at the tuyere in a bottom-blown converter.
They considered that the heat generClted would not be conducted "-"JaY
from the rising bubbles.

'-/hen blOwing air, tempcr(\tures of 2,300oC.

were calculated; with 35% oxygen, this rose to 26500c •

Richardson3(/)')

-!

I

considered that the heat tro.nsfer ""sumptions \vere not valid leading
to large errors in the c&lcu1ations.

Penrson 98 modified the ca1-

cUlations of Kosmider so that the tcmporQturo of the gRses passing
through the melt vier" Clt the s(\me teroperaturo "-s the iron oxide skin
round the bubble.

He was able to shml that the fumG concentrations

produced in the diluted g",s (0. 8g ./m3 )

,Iere simular to those reported

54 repeated Kosmiders•
3
by Kosmider ( 0.4 - 0.9 g./m ). Rengstorff
calculc.tions and investige,tcd the effect of various addi tmons into
the inlet gas.

Adding 10% hydrogen into the ~ir reduced the temperature

by 900~ "-nd he concluded that tomperature considerations alone could
not explain why hydrogen additions suppress fume.

FIGURE 3
THE

VAPOUR

PRESSURE

OF IRON

from Hultgren(ref. 21 )

20001600

1400

degrees centigrade

10'~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--------'
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1
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Bogdandy 'md Pac1tke 14 • Cllso considering bottom-blown
converters, c21culCl ted tht' imyuct temperCl tures froll] l:notm, dust«'concon trn ti'cns
nnd dGpedin" on oxygen concentrCltions, they obtnined figures

0
of 200 e -

soooe

·"bo?e tJn bulk bnth tOl;r~ern,ture.

~'hey considered

thClt ""s the bubbles cooled, the iron ntoms 1<18uld agglomel'ato into
droplets so reducing their mobili ty in tlw ni trogcn carrier GClS, nnd
m2king the lik81ihood of thGir coming into conbct wi th the wcell of
the bubble very remote..

The virtual absence of fume at high cn,rbon

levels was explained in th,?,t addi tionRl bath convection was produced
during cnrbon monoxide formation which would incrcClse the prohability
of the iron droplets coming into contRct with the bUbbl'O:wnlls.
Bngh and '/idmnrk 30,32 have derived Cl computer progrClmme
to simulate the operation of nn oxygen blown open-hearth.

They Clssumed

0
n temperature of 2400 e at the gas metal interface cmd showed theoretically that whcm a bubble of CO + iron vrqour broMs off from the
main gns j et only onc qun:rter of the iron gas escapes

\;1.

th the' bubble,

the remainder diffusinG through the CO nnd strikins the! bubble walls.
In order thClt the hot-spot temperature can be measured,
some form of optical pyrometcr is used.

Unfortun."ttely, this mode of

mer>,suring temporAture provides a source of considerablo error in as

much as wi th all non-black bodies, the temper::tture observed is always
belo\; the true temperature.
arises.

Hence the need for emissi vi ty corrections

The emissivity of pure iron varies from 0.42 to 0.5 over the

temperature range 1540
\,i thin the rnnge 0.5 -

0 - 19000e 64 while that of oxidised iron lies

0.7

100

.

The results of Dastur

64

have boon

' t and Ch'1pmnn 101 to 1nc
' 1u d e '
I carbon"11 oys.
eX t end 0 d b y R18
1ron

Thus

with omissivity corrections beine temperature dependent and possible
doubts p.rising from the composition of metctl being observed, published
temperature

figure~

have to be interpreted wi th caution.

Urbain 2 studied the effect of bath composition 0n tho temperature
of the hot-spot.

i-lc assumed an emissivity figure of

0.4 and obtained

0

excess tempero.tures of 600 C with iron/carbon alloys in
which dr,),cop''')

!lS

Cl.

2lb furnace,

tho silicon content in the initial chSlI'[le was increased,

giving an oxcess temperrcture of 330°t::::lt 2.47& silicon.

The silicon/

oxygen reaction is considerably more exotharT:lic thnn the equiva18nt
carbon/oxygen reaction, 'lnd so Urbain's rosults Hould not appear to
fi t in wi th the thGrmodynELmic data.. Sargent

1

c'Jnsiders that in the

case of silicon/iron alloys, a .silicEL film "ill bo formed over the.
metal, limi tinS' th('} r,:'..to ()f rct1.ctic)n.
1

This effoct is mentioned by Distin 8 + who refers to
oxperiments usin[; levi tRt;)d coppor spb::I'Gs· in···oxidising atmospheres

in which vcrJ sm.1.11 traccc 0f silicon in the metal Gave rise to a
silica film on tho met"l surfa.cc.

Ho considered tInt the G<1mo effect

vms 0ccuY'!:'ing in his H~rk (m iren/cQ"bon lQvi b.ted spheres vlhich

impedod the trnnsfer of oxygen into th(:; bulk met0.1 from tho gC\.s ph3.so.

Nneser 162 measured hot-spot tcmperQ.tures in
.
w:nng
;:l,n oxygen

, h0 d
Ol1Y'lC

,)XCCSS

of 2200 0 C \\fhen

bl as..L
t
O'h'1.8 f'~:p.lre 18
' typlca
· 1 0 f m;::..ny (cg) 12 •

It appears th:lt the best mCQns of overcoming cmissivj.ty
' t 0 use t'ne t
t er. 103
errors a t prOS011 t 18
wo co I
our pyromc

Th,,'·s

instrument is bnsed on the ns[mmjltion that the ratio of the omissi vi ties in two

'''J'~velength

b.ends

C:1n

absolute v'1lue of either e;,'issi vi ty,

be ftnre accurately known thnn the
;'Iqsul ts obtninod by Bci tclman

(rcp1rted in ref. 86) using this spaci.".l optic;',l techmique

SllOl<

hot-

spot 'c"mpcratures 630°C hi2;hcr than the bulk b'1th temperature.
The effoct Df bath temperature on fuming is somCl;h<1t
·
. thel'1. t era t ure.
con f uSlng
1.11

'J
t·,0r ff55 s.h owe d
henGS

[t

"
f'l.can t drOJ? 111
'
81{;111

2
fuming for increase in tGmperaturc, the fume nt 1G20oC (.044mg/cm sec)
o
being one-fifth of thnt at 1320 C.
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;\ gro..phi te crucible wr.. s used n. nd it l",as assumod th8.t th,~ ir'Jn "Jas

nlWo))'3 snturateu wi th carbon.
rG8ul ts published

These rc,sul ts ,",re contrary to other

1' 50 , 97• Turkdog(1n 48

lfho$(;

theory is repQrted in

the next section, considered thnt tompcrnturo ,1Ould hctvc little
effect.

j '!unro
•

86 con<'l'
th··.·.•_. t
~ (lor~d
'"

Cl

t d'1. dlf orCH t t ompern. t uros

,

\'lGrc different conditions existing in l1oncstorff:::

_j

t'llcre

(r'~periments.

'llhe

cnl'bon monoxide produced by blowinG; oxygen onto the bath voulu be
oxjldiscd to c:o.rbon dioxide.
the

v~porizcd

iron Civin[, an

;\t

10\;

tempcrntur8s this will oxidise

0nh~:tncGd

v.'1.porizc.tinn effoct.

At

highL.'r tomperatures, the cndotllGrmic reD.ction betirlOCn cnrbon :l.nd
co.rbon dioxide will bo favourod, lJhich might p.roduce rcducinij condi til)l1s

~oJi thin

tIle bound .....ry layer,

BO prcv::;l1tin~~

onIl.':ncca vaporiz(ttion.

In conclusion, it is difficult, particullU'ly in topblowinr.;, to explain

fUlJl0

formation ns snturo.tion of cm'bon monoxide

nt the hot-spot tcmpCro.tvr0, since much of tll<)

getS

will emerge at the

bulk bath tempcrnturc r'lt:ler than in tho implct zone.

°

Results

1,52,58

shov/ thnt n temperature of 2300 C is required if simplo saturntion

of gas is th" only mQch.,nism to oXist.

I
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VI'J)ori,,::l~ion

- Oxidntion 'l'hcory

The most precise GXplflllation of fume formation lms come
from Turkdog;?.n, Gricvcson L:md

n':1...J.~ken

13,'+3,49.

The follo\",ing is ·":.n outline of their thoory:tlhen,
met,':.l

surf~c;},

n str02JTI of oxygen :::md nrgon flows over a mol ton

thoro is

:J.

CQuntcrflux of oxyson c..nd mot,;:l v<t.pour. In
ex~:mplo,

the case of molten iron for

iron vnpour

,:~nd

oXYGen roo..let close

to the mchl surfc',cc icnd form wusti tEl, which for the SMC of simplicity
is wri tton

FeO.

GS

This is in a st:tto of fine sUb-division cmd pro-

vi des a sink for the vaporized iron ::md oxyg(m.

Thus concentration

4.

profilGs "lill bo set up as shown in figure

Under lamina;c flow condi tions in the steady state, the

countcrflux of iron vnpour and oxygon is givGl1 by Fick's lRu.

Jp

= DFo (p

£0

JRT

J O = - Do
2

\ilhore

(A

P

Fe

-S )

Fe

2
moles/em soc,

1)
(PO

RT

1

- Po

2

2
) moles/cm sec.

2

D
FG

= intcrdiffusivity'of

Do

= interdiffusivity of fir + °2

R

= g'.1.8 content

T

= tcmperaturo

x

= distrmco measured from metal surface.

6.

= thickness of

fir

bOur~7

+ Fo

v:cpolJr

laY8r.

p.

vapour pressure of iron at x. =
Pe =

p. ' = vC,pour pros sure of iron at x =
Fo

d = distence

°

cl

from met"l surface where iron oxide

fog is formed.
P

= pPJ'tial pressure of oxygen at x

=6.

= pnrtial

= J

°2
p~

2

pressure of oxygen .-,t x

.------------------

----------

~-~---
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,Ha distance

J , !;he reaction

«<

is :J.8sumcd, arid since l' I and p'
Fe;

°2

J

2 J
Fe =
O

:·1hero h

6RT

= Do

r

Fe

nnd Po

2

2
molos /om soo.

= 2 Do
2

P

the average film mnss transfer coefficient

for the tr?nsport of oxygen thr'msh the diffusicn boundarr layer.
The mnss transfer coefficient c,m be calculated for knO,/ll
flml c'ondi tions rmd henco it c:on be seon thnt for a given temperature
and const::mt flow condi tions, the rn to !)f vaporizatton of ir.on should
incroaso linearly '.'Ii th the partial preGsure of oxygen,
Hovevor, t':lC rate of cvaporatirJn at :J..ny tGmpernturo

not exceod thD.t \·Jhich 1!l0uld occur in v::'..cuo.

The mnximum

r~to

of

c~mCV2..p-

oration in vacuo is [;i ven by the Limgmuir equation
Pi

I

2

TT RTMi

where Pi and Mi nre the v'c}Onur;>rcssure of mete,l i nnd thc molQculnr
weicht of the mdnl vClpour respectively.
flux of v"pour is npl)roClchod,

cl

feg

the Hmi ting value for thQ

"ppronohos the vnluc of the meRn

free pnth n.t which Fick's lmv does not npc,ly,"md thQ vapour in
contnct wi th thG metal surf·'lCC is no longer snturnted.

On furthor

incroase in the oxygen PQrti~l pressure at ~ , i.e. decrease in

cl ,

the flux of oxygen tOI·nrds the; metal surfc"co is gre;). ter thnn the
equiv"lent counter-flux of met"l vapour, rQsulting in oxidation of
the

metal surface.

Turkdogrm rof0rs to the work of D.:-,r!<en cmd
0

Gurry 15 who found that the vapour pressure of Fe at 1600 C decreases
by

'1

factor of 105 at the oxide/oxygen intGrf"co compared to the

metal/oxide layer.

.------------------~---------

Thus a cut-off of fume will occur, as shown in figure

4•

when the oxygen partial pressure: in the: sas stream exceeds a cri tical

vnluc.
Using oquipm0nt similnr to that described later, they
obt8ined results which complotely agreed with their theory.

The

calculated valUGS for interdiffusivities which they used agreed within

:!:

10% of experimental results which they obtdned elsewhere 16.
Turkdo"en found that this theory

,JaS

valid for any met"l

and that the flux of vapour was independent of the vapour pressure
of the metal.
In tho co.se of iron/carbon, hov18ver, ho extended his
theory but did not provide ther8sults to substantiate it.

He con-

sidered that wi thin tho boundary lnyer, oxygen ·'lnd carbon monoxide
v/ould counterdiffustt. =d react to form cnrbon dioxide.
this ronction

V/aS

assumed to go to completion.

For simplicity

Noox the surface

CO re'lcts with iron vapour thus:2
cO (g) + Fo(g) = FaO(s or~l ) + CO(g)
2
If the flux of CO 2 is greator tlian that required to obtnin maximum vaporiza-

I

tion, . thereTllai.ader of CO ·diffuses to the surface where the following reaction,
2
takes place:-

CO (g) + Q = 2CO(g)
2

If this rcac,i;ion is slow compared to

CO +
2

Fe(~)

t}w

flux of CO , then:-

2

= FeO(L) + CO

cnusing e fumo cut-off.
Zargent

1

hes consider od the Gxtension to TurkdoGan's

theory and concluded that it did not 8xplain fue finite slope of the
gre.ph of fume I'Igninst carbon content above the cut-off

52 ,58.

Turkdo»an

referred back to an earlier paper when top blowing oxygen onto an
iron/carbon bath, wh"re at the highost carbon contents 0.5%) his fume
2
quantities (.024g. Fe/cm min) were close to those predicted on the
o
2
grounds of maximum vaporization (.026g. Fe/cm min) at 160o c.

Table 2 gi ves
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figures for the maximum evaporation rates of iron at different temperatures and also a calculated tote,l loss frnm
an arbitrary reaction area of 1000 cm2 •

Cl

20 minute blow with

The rc~tes for iron/carbon melts

will be lower due to c'"rbon having a substantial influence on the
activi ty of iron.

A 4)6 curbon content f.)r cX1.mplo would reduce the

vaporization by about 30% and a 1% carbon content by 5%.
T,\BLE 2
Calculated Maximum ;''vaporatinn Ratos (in Vacuo)

Tempera t ure
J

r

2

mo ~s/cm sec
Batch loss,
Kg. Fe

°c .1"t ."600
1.2x10
0.8

1800
-

2000

2200

2400

. .' _.+,
-4
-3
51 1.1x10
7.2x10 3.2x10
1.2x10-2
I

?

48

215

2600
3. 8x10 -2

810

2540

Now that the concept of slag-metal emulsions has heen
recognised as perhaps the major contributury factor to the bath reactions,
the idea of a hot-spot reaction zone or even a hot crater zone providing
the chief area for decarburization is almost certainly brroneous.

Meyer 90

talks in terms of a reaction area of 150,000 ft2 for a 200 ton B.O.F"
One can only specul'3.te on how much of this area reacts with oxygen and
how much with the slag.
If maxlinum evapor'3.tion produced '3.11 of the 1% fume loss for a 20 minute
blow at 1600 0 C, the r'.'sctiDn "rOD. '';Quld be about 2,700 ft 2 • At 1800 0 C
the area would he about a tenth of this.
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Enhancement of Vaporization by a Convection - Condensation Procoss

r. bath of molten steel at 16000 C will vaporize according
to its vapour pressure into the atmosphere above the bath.

If this

atmosphere is at a reduced temperature compared with that of the bath,
condensation may occur close to the mutal surface.
Thus a steeper concontration gradient wiilll be produced with a
eorrespondingly higher flux of iron than that predicted on mass-transfer
considerations alone.

This has been the subject of a number of recent

28,29,57,60

papers

An enhancement of tenfold was predicted by Hills and Szekely57
who considered th2t c0ndensation occurred as soon as the vapour pressure

at the cooler temperature was exceeded.

Turkdogen and Mills 28,29

predicted an increase of 2 to 4 times might be expected for an iron
o
0
droplet at 2000 C held in static helium at an ambient temperature of 77 C.

Their prediction", '.ere verified by experimental results cmd differed
from the predicfions of :lills in that they allowed for

[l

degree of

caturation in the gns ph(lse before condensation occurr0d.
of 3 to 5 times w,,,s obt·'.incd by IJihstin

84

aup~:r-.

!.n enhancement

for lovi tated spheres Clnd is

in good agreem0nt with the mC2surcments of Toop

20

This effect will be

mngnified ifihe convection process· is occurring from a droplet thrown up
from the bath.

The vapour pressuro over Cl droplet is greater than that

OVer a plane surface according to the oxpression:log

where

o
P

1

P

!Jp

=

2!i'V
m

RTr

& cP are the vapour pressures over the plane and curved surfaces

respectively,
Sargent

c
o

i

is the surf"ce tension and V

m

is the molar volume.

has shown that an enhanced vaporization of approximately 10

would only be obtained from a droplet having a radius of 10

-4 )land as

Euch this enhancement would be unlikely to contribute significantly to
tume f'ormation.
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Ejection of Droplets
In this mechanism, particles are ejecte::l into the atmosphere

above the bath, Hhere they either explode or evaporate into fume.

The

method of getting these particlos out of the bath is assumed to be either
a consequonce of carbon monoxide bubbles bursting or splash caused by
the high oxygen l"-nce velocities used in modern furnaces.
shown50 ,67 that although this latter case may 'Well be

Cl

It has been

contributary

factor, itis certainly not a necessary cause of ejections.

This was

verified in the large scnle experiments (r.ppendix I) where "soft" blows
which produced no splashing with argon, produced copious ejections
with oxygen.
l1echanism of Bubble Bursting
Szekely 67 and Sargent 1 have reviewed the topic.

They found that

bubbles can burst Recording to two mechanisms (figure 5) •
\fuen a small bubble 1'rrivGs at the gas/liquid interface, a gas dome
protrudes from the surface which then explodes into minute fragments.
If a large gas bubble arrives at the surfaco, the inertia
of liquid flow in the tail of the rising bubble ejects a liquid jet.
This jet breaks up into droplets.
efiects

Newitt et al

104

observed both

occu~ring for air bubbles in water. Richardson 105 and Distin 84

have shown high speed photographs illustrating the latter effect taking
place in molten iron/carbon alloys.
NCI"i tt gave typical sizes for the droplets ejected.

The

small droplets produced by the disintegration of the dome were a few
micrens in diameter in his experiments, whereas the large droplets
produced by the break-up of the jet were in the order of 1mm.

FIGURE

MECHANISM
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(

5

BUBBLE

BURSTING.

)
2

1

<:5=:=
o
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e
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6

o
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8
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Experimen~al

Work
Turkdogan 49 has reported that in laboratory experiments

using 21b melts, it was noted that below 2% carbon, carbon monoxide
bubbles came from within the me+t, while at higher carbon contents, thn
reaction appeared to be occurring at the gas-metal interface, judging
from the size of the bubbles and the way in which they burst.
noted the exact opposite effect with a deep seated boil at high carbon
contents and surface decarburization at below

1% carbon. Using a system

of concentric graphite baffles around the impact zone in an experimental
top-blown furnace, Morris 50 studied the origin of ejections when blowl.ng
oxygen at different carbon levels.

There was no splashing from the jet

At the highest carbon legels (308%~all ejections came from the impact
zone and were small in size consistent with bubble generation near the
surface of the bath.

As the carbon content fell, the ejections spread

over the whole of the bath and both the weight and particle size increased
apparently as a result of an increase in bubble size (figure 6).
This may give a clue to the dependence of fuming on carbon
content, in conjunction with the observations of Baker 8 who found that
small droplets falling through oxygen decarbnrized at a faster rate than
larger onGs.

:It a particular carbon content the droplets exploded into

fume so that the smaller particles would disintegrate more quickly. Tb!£)
at high carbon contents, there are small particles ejected into the
region of the jet which is highly oxidising, giving large quantities of
fume.

Now it has been widely reported that there is a zone above a steel

furnace which has a reducing atmosphere when the furnace is being blown
. th oxygen ego 106 •

~

At low carbon contents, therefore, ejections win

pass into this region and remain unoxidised.
Kootz 26 reported that fuming during top-blowing was coincident
with the conditions for spraying of metal droplets.

Rote and Flinn

75

using a 3001b furnace investigated the quantity of spray thrown up from

.I

FIGURE
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6
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the furnace under normal conditioha and found that for a

~

minute run,

the weight of droplets ejected was about equal. to the bath weight
when top-blowing oxygen at 30 p.s.i.g.
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(iii)

General Invostigations on Fume

For~Qtion

'\n oxamination of the effects influencing fume formation was
carried out by Hiqawi 68,70 using ::l 1.5 k.g. induction furnace.
th~t

with exygen blowing

brown smoke "QS formed.

He found

up to ::l carbon content of 0.5%, pr::lctically no
Up to

2% resulted in a slight, but continuous,

increase (up to 0.88./m.3S0c) but with higher carbon contents thoro ,,""s
a marked increase in fuming rntel3, (up to

16s.lm. 3sec

at 4% C).

He

examined the composition of the fume producGd when blowing vRTious gases
onto the melt.

The fume waS drawn off the surface of the mete.l and ceoled

in a copper containen plQced in a DCI1aT fltlsk of liqUid rubtrogen.

He

Xound that the dust particles were F0 0
irrespective of the composition
3 4
of the g~s phQse with a particle size of 0.011', compQred with 0.5jV
when slower cooling took place.

He discounted the

b~bble

bursting theory

on the grounds of small particle size and considered that fuming was a
result of the vaporisation of Fe 0 • He obtained vapour pressure fig3 4
ures for Fe 0 using a platinum boat containins Fo 0 connected to a
3 4
3 4
weighing system and plQced inside a sealed quartz ampoule.

The vapour

pressure WQS determined from the'loss in >!eight of the boat and contents
when the ampoule

VlSS

placed in a muffle furnace at various temperatures

He also obtRined approximate vapour pressure figures for wusti te \1hich
were in agreement "Ii th DRrken and Gurry

15 and showed thnt the vapour

pressure of F0 '04 is considerably greater th.'l.n those of FaO and Fe and

3

less temperature dependent.
Holden 53 reported invQstigations by B.C.I.B.A. on the effect
of metalloids on fuming "'hich were extendGd to include results at different temperatures.

Iron 11i th 1% phosphorus produced white fume fora

few seconds but apart from this, no fume was produced from alloys not
containing carbon.

Increasing the temperature h2.d no visunl effect.

Knaggs and Slater
nace.

5~

investigated fuming from a 3501b fur-

They found that for a fixed mean carbon level, the rate of fume

evolution incroased as the

()":,'i,~cn

flow rate increased, and thus the rate

of fume evolution also increased wi th the rate of carbon removal.

Fc,r

a mean carbon content of 0.8% (i.o. avorage of the initial and final
contents for a 30 second blow), 7.5 litres/sec oxygen produced 2.7 mg.
fume/sec,12.2 litres/sec. produced 4.3 "'g./soc. and 155li tres/sec
produced 6.7 mg./sec.

They s,'1mpled the fume 3 inches "bove the slag

surface and some 15 inches higher and found it to consist mainly of
elemental iron and ferrous oxide while samples taken from the duct leaving
the furnace consisted of Fe304 ••

.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1
(iv)

Decarburization of Iron/Carbon Alloys
The mechanism of carbon oxidation in steelmaking processes

has attracted considerable attention in recent years.

The classical

model considers that the carbon/oxygen reaction takes place at the surface
"

of carbon monoxide bubbles which have originated either in crevices in
the refractory surface or other suitable·nucleation sites and subsequently
rise througli the metal bath.
Studies in this subject have considered the molten iron/
carbon system in three different ways •..
(a)

Top blowing a molten steel bath with oxygen
In a series of papers, Fujii 59 has malie a comi./lrehensive

study of decarburization.

His findings which have been confirmed by

several· workers, .. show that at high carbon contents, the reaction rate
is determined by the mass transfer of oxygen through the gas film and
hence with a constant oxygen input, a corresponding constant rate of
decarburization is obtained.

At a certain low carbon content, there is

a change of control and the decarburization rate decreases, being no
longer a function of the oxygen input; but dependent on the carbon content
of the bath.

This change of. control occurred at 0.15% C for 20% oxygen,·

decreasing with decreasing oxygen partial pressure to 0.03% C for 5% oxygen.
He found that the decarburization rate was proportional to the area of
metal surface.
Li 7 working with a 500lb induction furnace found that the
change of control took place at about 0.5% C, but showed that there can
be a·considerable variation in the path of decarburization fer experimental
heats blown \i!lder nearly identical conditions •. Szekely 72 postulated
a model in which the principal mechanism of decarburization was the reaction between carbon monoxide bubblesc.and. ~ emulsion consisti1j.g of
molten iron and molten iron oxide particles in the vicinity of the slagmetal interface.

He considered that the diffusion path of oxygen would

be much shorter than thato£"carbon which would explain the carbon-control
model.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
-35The importance of slag-metal emulsions has been reported
recently by Meyer

88,90

•

He has given the sizes of metal droplets

within the slag as 1~ mm. down to 150F having a carbon content lower
th= thOlt of the bath, sometimes by as much as 1.5%.

Electron micro-

probe studies identified iron oxide particles within some of the droplets.
He stated that at least 30% of the metal bath can be in the slag-metal
emulsion layer and as much as 65% of decarburization over the entire
blowing period can take place in thisrekion,
Several workers ego Breuer 107 and Kosaka 71 have noted
that at high carbon contents, bubble formation is only noticeable in the
vicinity of the jet crater and at low carbon contents, the melts exhibit
particularlY powerful bubble movements from the lower layers of the bath.
This agreed ,nth the observations of Morris 50 mentioned in an earlier
section who studied the origin of ejections using graphite baffles.
(b) Falling droplets
Baker, L. A. and

\~ard 4

have examined the reaction of an

iron-carbon droplet during free fall through oxygen, in view of the
potential of spray-steelmaking.
frames/second (fig. 7).

The drops were photographed at 4000

They found that at a carbon content of about

4.2% the drops fell with a tail of burning carbon monoxide.

At about

1.6% carbon, ejections of small particles of liquid iron-carbon were
produced and considerable fume formation tool!: place.
total mass was lost during a 3 feet fall.

About 25% of the

I;i th a carbon content of

about 0.5% however, the boil and fume formation were very intense and the
droplets exploded into fume before reaching the bottom.

The high speed

film indicated that fume formation occurred at a maximum rate at this
stage.

R. Baker 8 extended the study to a series of alloys of iron.

He

found that carbon removal was very dependent on drop size, being six times
as graat for 2-3 mm spheres as for 5-6 mm spheres.
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He considered that true gaseous diffusion control of the de carburization
rate did not occur in the free fall which was seriously questioned by
Hamielec 87 who found that using suitable experimental correlations gave
close agreement between a diffusion model and observed rate data.

His

model showed that the decarburization rate should vary linearly with
droplet diameter to

the-~ower which is verified by Baker's 8 results.

Some pilot plant data was given 93-95 in the literature when pre-treatment
of molten iron with oxygen was causing interest.

It was, however, mostly

of a qualitative nature and the process received little implementation.
(c)

Levitation Studies
Baker et al 6 studied decarburization of liquid iron-carbon

alloys using carbon dioxide and showed that gaseous diffusion controlled
the reaction down to a carbon content of 0.5%.

Swisher et al 9 extemded

the study using CO /CO mixtures and also found that a change of control
2
took place at 0.5% carbon. They coneidered that carbon dioxide was
absorbed onto the metal surface and that its dissociation was the rate
limiting step.
gas phase.

Baken et al 5 made a further study using oxygen in the

They found that graphite spheres oxidised at the same rate as

iron-carbon droplets under identical experimental conditions showing that
gaseous diffusion control existed.

They observed the presence of oxide

on the surface of the metal spheres just prior to the decreasing rate
period.

This

o~de layer was also noticed by Distin 84. He found that

the drops did not start to boil before the oxide phase had been produoed
and it appeared from visual observations that fume was evelved much faster
after the formation of surface oxide and the start of boiling, than before
these events.

The falling rate period did not occur immediately at oxide

formation since the boil provided a new means of gas escape, but
commenced some seconds later.

3~

(i)

Small Scale Research Programme.

Introduction.
The basic ait.! cf the small scale work

~las

to extend the research of

RI carbon melts ui th contro 11cd
'£urkdo:;an bG to include tho interaction of' iro.;,

p~rtinl pressufesof oxysen. Bound~ry 6onditions would be more accurate~ known

and there vlOuld be fe1,01:' variabJ.es than \'Iith large scale work.

The chief

disadvantage ,'!Culd be the uncertuinty in scaling up fro:n 123. samples to
industrial sj,ze quantities.
In addition, by

u.~ing

transparent silica to enclose the. reaction zone,

the proe;raml:!c lent itself to high speed photographic examination.
Description of Appa~~.
Commercial oxygen and argon I/ere used as supplied in cylinders.
oxygen

\~as

The

stat.ed to be 99.5% pure, having as its chief impUrities argon

(less than 0.5%), moisture (o.15g./m3 ), and hydrogen (SO volumes per
million).

Argon had a quoted purity of 99.95% and contained as impurities

nitrogen (less

than ,00 volumes per million) and oxygen (less than 10

volwnes per million).
The 0XY5en uas purified by passinz it initially through a rough drier
containing calcium chloridCl and through soda asbestos to remove carbon
dioxide.

. It tlas then passed through an EngelWd Catalytic Purifier

heated to 120°0 to remove hyorozen and finally through magnesium
porchlorato as a final drier.
The argon
chloride and

~las

SlYJa

also 1nitially purified by passing it through calcium
asbest.os.

It was the" passed through a furnace packed

with titanium granules and ..heated to about 800oe, to remove oxygen,and
then through magnesium perchlorate as a final drier.
The gas flovll:'ates

~Iere

measured using variable - area fl()W1ll.!)terll and

after being mixed, the gas was passed into. the reaction tube.

This

ilG.B

made of high purity tra.nsparent silica, supplied by Thermal Syndicate and
havinZ the same dimension" as the tube used by TurkdoganhB , namely 1/3 inches
by l}inches bore and 12 inches by 2 inches bore.

The gas was prClheated

by passing it over a recrystallisCld alumina sheath 5V8th inch

o.n

having

a winding of platinum 20% rhodium lilre, .020 inches diameter with an

-------
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-45approxill1ate spacing of J/25th inch.

The power supply to the preheater

was from an 8 amp variac.
A recrystallised alumina tube fitted inside the reaction tube I}
inch bore section to protect it from the preheater.
i';olten metal was contained in rccrystallised aluroina boats
long, lOmm wide by 8l1U11 deep.

These

~lere

hOmm

seated in aluroina cement to

cut down heat losses from the boat and reduce the temperature gradient
~lithin

the melt.

The metal samples lv-ere heated by means of a Radyne

15

Ie.vl. It.F.

generator using an induction coil wrapped round the tube.
Temperaturc mcasurement ~las achieved usinG a platinun( platinum
~%

rhodium thermocouple together with recrystalliscd alumina sheaths

3 mm O.D. by 1.6mm bore produced by Degussa of Frankfurt.

A notch was

cut in onc end of the boats to take the sheaths which vlere cemented in
position.
The gases and fume produced passed into a filter tv-hich was a pyrex
tube

~

inch diameter packed with glass wool.

After leaving the reactien

tube, the majority of the gas ,Ias bled off to atmosphere.
was diluted with oxygen and passed through a furnace
o
800 C packed t'lith platinised asbestos.

The.
remainder
- --

at approximately

The purpose of the o:xygen vias

twofold - to convert any remaining carbon monOxide to dioxide in the
furnace and to dilute the carbon dioxide content of the
Idthin the range of the gas analyser.

ga~

stream

~o

A Grubb Parsons infra-red

analyser I-las used having ttll'ee concentration ranges ( 0 - .Ol~~ 0 •• 1%.

The output from tho analyser ,las registered on a HoneYlvoll hie11
speed recorder, having a chart speed of 1 inch per minute.
of gas analysis has been used on the industrial scale 89.

This method

----------------------------,
(iU) Further &juipment Details.
a) Preheuter.
The preheater proved to be a source of considerable difficulty.
Turkdogan
t<aS

4(\

claimed that the temperature of the v;as reaching the melt

1600 C ~lhich
0

the melt.

'·JaB

checked by placing a thermocouple in the zone above

Clearly the source of heat must have been in excess of this

temperature and so the initial aiIn uas to get the alulllina sheath to a
temperature above 1600°0.

Platinum 20% rhodium

lvD.S

chosen for its

relatively high melting point ( compared with Pt 107; Eh used by Turkdogan)
and tests took place at various spacings to determine the feasibility of
such an objective.

The relative temperatures obtained uere estimated

by means of a thermocouple placed inside the sheath.

Tho most

concentr~~ed

practicable spacing was found to be l/2Sth inch but even at this spacing,
0

a tm,lperature of 1100 C inside the former meant that the lIire '"1as close to
fusing.

A higher temperature could be obtained by covering

t.h<'l

wir"'·,

tlith cement but the higher temperature ·represented heat that

tillS

passing

inwards rather than out to the Gas.

It l"1as not possible to ;;10aSUrG tIle

outside surface of the former directly usinG a radiation pyrometer because
0

of the alumina tube protecting the glass, but a re~ding of about 1250 C
was obtained by focussing the pyromcter from the end of the preheater at
the annulus bet"een tho tube and former.

At this preheater temperature,

an estiInate of the gas temperature was obtained Hith the !t.F. pOliTer off.
Using a flo}lrate of

4 litres/minute (N.T.P.), the maxiInum gas temperature

obtained was 730°C.

The problem was referred to both Johnson r·latthey

and l!.ngelhards, neither of whom considered that such a preheater could be
built to give the required gas temperature and also possess a reasonable
working life.
A series of tests then took place to determine the value of the
preheater in its present form.

The results given in table 2 ShOH that

the preheater temperature did not have any effect on the rate of
vaporiZation.
The effect

at gas flowrate on the surface temperature of the bath

with the preheater off was then investigated using b6th a disappearing

,

-47filament pyromotcr and a Lands radiation pyrometcr.

The difference in

metal surface temporature t-;rncn there vIas a stl1tic atr.1ospherc of arson over

the welt, as cOlllpared 'Iith that Hh()n passing ar[',on at )j litres/ min over
the melt vJasinJistin;:,uishabl.c (i.c. l8sB than sOe) nsinG either pyrometer,
0

and lvas approximately 20 e belo\. the temperature of the bulk of the m;;tal.
The relative radiation and convection 10ss8s from the bath were
calculated (i\ppendix 6) and tIll results shmJCd that only about 9;6 of the
total heat loss \las due to convection.

Tnus, gas pre heatine; "ould only

reduce -the heat loss from the boat by about one tenth.
In view of th<,;se consicierations, it \Jas decided that a prerwater
>lould no lon;;er be usud, the form0r remaining in position to keep the
gas velocity consistent "i th previous tests.
TablC! 2.
~f'fGct

of Prehcater 'J'emrernturo on Funw Production.

G£lS Flot.Tratu:

4 litre4minutc of AriSon/OJrJ[;en.
Pure Iron.

Test
~~u;ilbC6'r

Gns
GOI:lposition

(;;0" )

Prehcater
TC(,lpertlturc

(oC)

Fume
Produced
(rag. )

~

~

H6

6

off

8.5

[7

6

off

8.0

~8

6

off

7.5

89

6

600

7.5

90

6

600

7.0

6S

6

1000

7.0

66

6

1000

4.5

temperature maamw8d from inside of prehcater.

-48b) Cement Boat-Holders
DurinG early trials i.t ~:as discovered that the total·ca.rbon rcpI"811ented
by thl> print-out fron the infra-red analysGr

carbon occurrins in the raetul.
to be the alurnina cement.

I.;aS

grGater than the loss of

The source of carbon !-Tas eventually found

An analysis of a sample shoHed It to contain

0.22;:C.
Luadinci ::Janufacturers "ere contacted
of "carbon-.t!:'G e"
. for samoles
.
cement but nonG ,·rere found to be suitable d ttlcr on the grounds of carbon
content or ability to stand tho extrcmc conditions occurring.
The most satisfdct.o",· arranGement

I-JaS

to use an alumina c81nent C 40

produced by 'l'hermal Syndicate and heat i t to 10000C in an atmosphere of
'rhe boat-holders ·'.'cre also coolod in an oxygen atmosphere and
stored in a desiccator.

This reduced the carbon level to 0.015;&, a

level l!llich did not int;)rferc 11ith the infra-red print-out

c) Hetc.l [)a;nplcs.
It Has first throuGht that the most convenient !:leans of producing

sa;dples particularly at

3. 101'1

carbon 10vel bras by obtaining

a serj.es of iiWall ingots of varyin'5 carbon content.

drillin~s

from

It "as soon found

ho;,ever, that although a 12g. piece of mutal rrolted uithout difficulty
12g. of drillings l>ould only glolJ red and could not be melted irrospective
of the time of hcatin;; on maxirnuru output from the gonerator.
This

1<Ja3

because for snmples of small cross-section, the efficiency of

the coupling coil 1ms ;nar!:8dly 10ol'er tban for larGer saTn;Jlcs, and i.n
addition thc;rc

\'Ias

a f;rcater hCJat loss by radiation froln the drillings at

the same tc:rrreraturc.
A range of iron! cllrboo alloys l1as prepared in a 201b air induction

furnace.

Electrolytic .iron;/a5 used

togeth~r

uith high. purity. carbon

po'vlder su"plicd by Cabot Carbon Company, the carbon' contentnrangine from
4.60% to O.o14~.

Lacb sample !';a.5 analysed both at Aylesbury and Port

Talbot (;;'ection 3 (iv) ).

The sarnplus \1Cre cylindrical, 1 inch in

diameter and slices ap;:roximately 3/16" inch thick Here smm off, a

special refractory sal" being required for the high carbon samples.
slices "ere then either saID1 or broken up to gi V0 the required 12g.

The

r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- - ,

-49samples for each test, which were pickled in concentrated hydrochloric' acid
to remove any oxide scale.
For tests on pure iron, vacuum refined electrolytic iron ,;as used,
having a carbon content O:L.O.003%.
d) Fume Separation
For the purpose of the investigation, fume was considered to be
that proportion of material leaving the bath as ejections which was les3
tha n

5J" in diameter.
A

~lass-wool

separat~ng

filter was found to be entirely satisfactory in

out the quantities of fume produced in any of the tests.

A

sepanttiaJ was judged to be efficient l;hen the cnd of the filte:r furthest
from the bath was clear of fume.

The glass-wool plugs were finally

analysed for their iron contents (Section 3(iv) ).
the glass wool when free of

flU'lG

A blank test on

<:cnd also when containing a known weight

Any fume which
of Fe 20 showed it to have a negligible iron content.
3
coated the inside of the reaction tube and was free from ejections was
removed with a small plug of cotton-wool soaked in acetone.

Blank

analytical determindtions were also carried out on these plugs and
showed them to be a suitable means of collecting fumG for analysis.
e) Impactors.
In the tests using iron/carbon alloys, any bubbling of the melt
caused ejections to be thrown into the atmosphere above the bath, where
they either stuck to the roof of the tube, or were swept into the filte"'"
Cle~ly

their presenee tended to mask any fume results because of

their relatively large particle size.
In order to separate the ejections from the fume, an impactor was
used.

The gas and contents '"ere made to

~<ccelerate

through a small

8rifiCJ3 and be deflected at ')0 0 C)y a baffle plate onto which the ejectio~.,s
impinged.

The two systems used are shown in Figure 10.

The dimensions

of the impactor ,lore obtained experimentally and the filter contents
chockod with a
place.

micro~coDe

The most

s~it~Dle

to see that the requirod separation was taking
orifice diameter was found to be 6mm and the

distance between the orifice plate and impactor plate was 7mm.

.------------------------------

ALTERNATIVE

FUME

SEPARATION

-

SYSTEM

For experiments, using manganese alloys

•••••

impactor

glass-wool

I

For experiments using

iron - carbon alloys
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-51f) Temparature Control.
Initially, a proportional control system was fitted to the output
from the thermocouplo reading bath tempGrature.

It

viaS

found more

satisfactory, however, to control the bath temp0rature manually, using the
input p01<ler to the radio frequency generator where a tGmperaturG of
l600 0C :: 100C could bo obtained with Gase.
g) Exhaust Gas Analysis.
Tho carbon dioxide concentration of the exhaust gas after having
passed through the platinised asbestos furna.ce was measured by means of
·a Grubb Parson Infra-RGd Analyser.

The instrument had three concentration

"
ranges and was calibrated by means of Wosthoff
Gas Mixing Pumps.

These

are precision piston pumps, various mixing proportions being obtained
by means of a gear
were used in series.

train having changeable driving wheels.

Two pumps

The first pump produced a 10% CO mixture in argon
2

and the second reduced this concentration to a series of values of 1% and
less in order to obtain a calibration curve.

The various inaccuracies

. t·lng ln
. t h e pumps have been ro f erre d to by the manufacturers 112.

e~s

The error. in mixing for the two pumps was given as 0.06% and 0.024%
respectively.

There were also inaccuracies caused by using gases of

different molecular weight and small differences in the inlet pressures
of the gases

bu~

these were similar in magnitude to hhe mixing errors.

A daily check on the analyser was made usirga standard argon/0.8%
carbon dioxide gas mixture supplied by British Oxygen, the correct
setting having been obtained lmmedi~tely after the analyser had been
calibrated.
As shown in Appendix 3, a curve fitting

technique was used on the

calibration curve.
The output from the analyser was registered on a high-speed recorder
and a computer programme was used to integrate the area under the curve
using the calibration equation, in order that events occurring in the
reaction tube could be related to a bath carbon content as recorded on
the chart.

It took about a one minute delay for events in the bath to

appear on the print-out and comments in Figure 22 refer to the actual

-52time they occurred-add not to the time they appeared on the chart.
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(iv) Analytical Techniquos.
a) Preparation of fume containing ejections.
For all experiments where carbon was a constituent in t he bath,
there were somo ejections thrown up out of the bath and where the oxygen
partial pressure in the inlet gas Has above
considerable in number.

15%

these ejections were

They were usually deposited on the walls of

the tube together with large quantities of fume.
In order that the fume could be analysed, the fume and ejections were
brushed out of the reaction tube and dispersed in a beaker of water placed
in an ultra-sonic cleaning bath.

The large particles fell to the bottom

and the fume suspension was decanted off and filtered.

Random

microscope analyses showed that particles having a diameter greater than

SI'

did not appear in the fume sample and no fume remained in the residue

b) Fume Analysis.
The fume 1,as

alw~ys

analysed as a weight of iron which would eliminate

differences caused by the various oxidation states in which it could have
existed.
The fume from the glass-wool plugs and filter paper was dissolved
in concentratod hydrochloric acid, reduced with stannous chloride and
N

titrated against 10

pot~ssium

dichromate.

c) Carbon Analysis.
R.T.B. Aylesbury.
i) For carbon contents of less than

0.5%,

the sample was melted

using a R.F. generator and the CO

produced, when a known volume of
2
oxygen was passed over, was analysed using a Hil~er and Watts I.R.
Accuracy ~ .OOOS%

Analyser.

ii) For carbon contents $I'(mtor than O.S%, the: samples wero .ana1.;vsed
using a gr.l\rim9-Gric technique
+

accuracy -

as laid down in B.3 1121 Part 11.

Estimated

.01%.
3.C.0.I' Division, Port Talbot.

All samples were analysed for carbon by a method based on the nonaqueous titration with tetra-n-butylammonium hydroxide of the carbon
dioxide evolved by combustion of the sample in a stream of oxygen.

-54The carbon dioxide was absorbed in a solution of formdimethylamide 113,114
Estimated accuracies:-

%Carbon

95%

+

of samples between -

3.000

.022%

0.100

.003%

0.0010

.0002%
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4.

The Effect of Gas Composition on the Vaporization
0
of Pure Iron at 1600 c.

(i) Introduction.
Turkdogan et al

48

have shown that by passing a reactive gas

(eg.oxygen) over a molten iron surface, enhanced vaporization occurs,
which increases with increasing partial pressure of reactive gas until
a cut-off occurs, caused by the formation of an oxide layer on the metal
surface.

Since the equipment used in this investigation was sim!lar to

that used by Turkdogan, the aim of these experiments was to reproduce that
part of his work conaerned with molten iron and see if matching results
were obtained.
ii) Procedure.
For these tests, high purity vacuum refined iron was used with a
carbon content of .003% and oxygen content .004%.

Approximately 13g

of the material was used in each experiment and was melted out under an
atmosphere of a."gon.

With the preheater on at its maximum setting, the

required argon(oxygen mixture was passed through the tube for ten minutes,
after which it was replaced by pure argon and the power switched off.
Any fume deposited inside the tube was cleaned out with cotton wool which
together with the glass wool filter was analysed for total iron.

-56Table

4.

(iii) Results

2
Area of metal surface:- " 2.52 cm
Gas Flowrate:-

" 4 litres/min

Test Duration:-

- 10 ruins

Test
Number

Gas
Composition
(%°2)

58

2

11.74

1.5

61

2

12.68

3.5

62

2

12.40

4.0

80

2

13.49

3.5

59,

4

12.13

3.25

63

4

12.26

3.5

64

4

12.97

6.0

81

4

12.35

5.0

60

6

12.66

7.5

65

6

11.48

7.0

66

6

11.10

4.5

82

6

12,66

5.5

50

8

11.86

7.0

52

8

12.77

6.0

67

8

12.14

6,0

68

8

12.35

1~.~

83

8

12.82

5.5

wt.of
iron
(g.)

Wt.of
Fume
(mg.of Fe)

N.T.P.

Average
fume
weight
(mg.)

Fume ~ate
g./ cm .hr.

X 103
3.1

7.4

4.4

10.6

6.1

14.6

7.4

17.6

---------

---------------1
I
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Test
Number

Gas
Composition

(%0 2)

I

4

Wt.of
iron
(g.)

(cont.)

Wt.of

i

fume
(mg.of Fe)

71

10

11.43

10.0

72

10

12.26

7.5

•

Average
fume
weight
(mg. )

Fume ,.te
g./cm .hr.

X 103

20.2

8.5

I
84

10

12.97

8.0

73

11

12.44

7.5

13.42

11.5

:

I

74

11

22.6

9.5

!i

75

12

12.31

7.0

76

12

12.19

5.0

85

12

11.64

5.0

78

14

13.48

4.5

12.06

5.5

I

I

I

;

-""

i

:

,
5.7

13.6

4.5

10.7

5.5

13.1

I

i,

I

i

79

16

I

I

i

II

i
II

!

I

EFFECT OF OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE ON THE RATE OF
0
VAPORIZATION OF IRON AT 1600 c
FIGURE 11
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-59(iv) Discussion
As can be seen from Figure 11, these experiments were not able to
substantiate the results of Turkdogan.

The results show an increased

vaPorizatien with increasing partial pressure of oxygen up to 11% for
the conditions used but the degree of increase is relatively very small.
The cut-off region was noted visually, by a flickering effect on
the melt surface presumably
generator.

due to oxide being swept under by the R.F •.

This resulted in a slow build up of oxide at the edge of

the boat.
For his experiments, Turkdogan used velocities of 40,60 and 80 crrVsec
which l-1ere measured in the

It inch

diameter section of the tube and was

equivalent to 3.5, 5.2 and 7.0 litres/min. at N.T.P.

In these

experiments 4.0 litres/min. were used l-1hich was uquivalent to a velocity
of 24.6 crrVsec. at 730

0

c.

A number of tests at varying conditions were undertaken in an effort
to pin-point any error in equipment er technique.

The effect of preheater

temperature on vaporization rate is discussed in the equipment design
section and showed that varying the temperature had no effect in spite·of
the decreased velocity of gas flo".
In test number 91, the metal sample was melted

~ut

under an atmosphere

of argon/lO% hydrogen to ensure a clean surface fr~e of oxide~ 67' oxygen was
passed at a flowrate of 6.38 litres/~in. (39.3 crrVsec.).

The fume formed

was 7.0 mg. eliminating the pOSSible errors of surface contamination and
difference in velocity.
Since it is shown in an earlier section that convection losses from
the bath only amount to

9.5%

of the total heat loss, it is difficult

to consider the small fume figures in terms

~f

an inability to provide

sufficient preheat and it is only in this section that any difference
in technique took place.
It must be concluded that no adequate explanation can be given for
the difference in results obtained.

5. (i) General Description of the Effect of D.xygen Partial

Pres~':..?:!.

Iroql Carbon Melts.

Figure 12 shows the effect of oxygen partial pressure on an
iroqlcarbon alloy at 1600~C having an initial carbon content of ~.5fo
Tests were of "ten minutes duration or less, this being the life span
of the thermocouple sheath at the temperature used.
It can be seen that two different effects have taken place.
Provided that the carbon content of the alloy was above a certain
value for the conditions under consideration, the initial period of
doc~rburizQtianoccurred

on the surface of the metal and resulted in

vaporization of iron similar in visual effect to that occurring in pure
iron melts.

This proceGded until the flux of carbon to the metal

surface was insufficient to provent oxide formation.

Clearly, the

higher the oxygen partial pressure used, the higher was the carbon content
of the melt at which oxide formation occurred.

At some time after oxide

formation, a boil commenced, resulting in considerable fume formation and
i·£ left long enough, also resulted in the majority df the melt finishing
up on the roof of the glass tube in the form of small droplets having
diameters up to approximately 1000 microns.

The time lapse before the

boil commenced was not constant even for identical experimental conditions
but was usually in the order of ten seconds.
Figure 12 shows that within the ten minute period, no boil occurred
until 15% oxygen was used, and that for 20% oxygen the reaction was so
violent that the test was stopped after ten minutes with the boat almost
empty.
The infra-red analyser was not able to accurately predict bath
carbon contents after vigorous boiling had commenced because a) the
programme for computing carbon content was geared to a constant bath
weight and could not utilise data from a bath that was losing metal in
the form of ejections to an unknown varying degree and b) the boil caused
considerable pressure fluctuations within the system which in turn
influenced the analyser's accuracy, the infra red detection system
being extremeiy sensitive to pressure variation.

-61-Figure 12

Effect. of Oxygen Partial Pressure on the Appearance
of the Bath after a 10 minute run.

o-

10,% oxygen:

no b?il 0ccurred.

15% oxygen:

boil occurred,

20% cxygen:

bath

a~ost

empty after 10 minutes.
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-63The analyser was able to show, however, that the period of oxide
formation and boil commencemeotdid not represent the change of control
mentioned in the literature survey on decarburization, but that the',contrill
changes from oxygen supply in the gas to carbon supply in the metal,some
seconds later, shown by the falling dcc::tr~urizo.tion 'rata. ' This was kll'8o
found by Distin

84.
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Appearance of Bath,

befo~e

and during a Boil.

Gas Composition :

100% oxygen floWing from
right to left.

Metal Temperature;

1600°0

A. Before Boil.

B. During Boil.

(B~th reflection can be seen
above the bath).

-

-

l>

-

-

---------

- ,:(. -

ii)

Hi gh Speed Photograp!1 ic Examinatj.on of the
"Boiling" Per i od .

a) Introduc tion .
Fr om i r. itial tests , it was s ee n quite c i ea.r:ty from' vi suAl
obser vation t hat for appr eciable quantities of fume to be f or med ,
it Has nec es sary to have " 'co il takin g plac e \,hich in turn requi r ed
the presence of an oxide skin ove r the Woelt .
The aim of the photographi c invest i gation Has to observe fumi ng
under "bOiling" c onditions and deter mine , i f po SSi b l e , any effec t
i nf luenc i ng its for mation .

The camera us ed \;a s a Fastax WF3T Hi th

a speed of 5000 frames/ second .

The boat was

~ b se rv ed

f r om upstream

in ord·. r to r educe the masking e ffect of the fume formed .
b) Observat i o ns .
As

Cru1

be seen from the se r i es of photographs i~ fig ures 14

and 15 , the boil caused e jections to be t hr mm bto the zone above
the bath I,here a m:mber of them exploded into fume .

Fr om an analysis

of the e je e ticns "hich did in fact expl ode , it appe ars that ther e Has
no si nGle factor which det Er mi ned ·" hich e j e ctio ns should explode certainly size was not the only faetor .
c) Discussion .
These obs ervations togethe r with those of Baker 4 appear to
gi ve a cle ar picture of the r e ac tions taking pl ace .
Hhen the ejections l eave the bath, their hi gh area/volume r atio
mea ns that they "ill rapidly sol id i fy unless some source of additional
heat is suppli ed .
provides thi s heat .

Oxygen with its exothe rmic r ea ction proper t i e s
While i n the oxidizing a tmos phere , the ejections

dec arbur i ze until an oxide l ayer i s f armed on thei r surfaces .

This

i n t urn gives r is e t o gaG nucle a t i on within the drop l ets whi ch c auses
the explosions t o take plaee .

-67-

Fi gure 14.

Hign Speed Photographs showing the Formati on .
of Ejections due to Bubbl e Bursting .

Frame speed :

5000/ second.

Gas composition:

100% oxygen .

Metal temperatur e :

o
1600 C .

Gas flow is from right to l e ft .
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Fi gure 15.

High Speed Photogr aphs showing
the Di s i ntegration of an Ej ec tion.

Frame Speed:

50001 s econd .

Gas Composition:

100% oxygen .

Metal Temperature :

1600°8 .

- 71 -

Figure 16.

High-Speed
, Photographs showin g the
Growth of an Ejection before it Disintegrates .

Frame speed:

5000/ s econd.

Gas composition:

100% oxygen.

Metal t emperature:

o
1600 e.

Gas flows from right . to_-l el't.

- 73 Figure 16 shows the growth of an e j ecti on just prior to it exploding .
When carbon dioxide was used in place of oxygen in a series of qualitative
experiments , an oxide layer appeared on the surface of the me lt causing
the ejection of droplets as befofe , but these immediately solidified and
no fume was observed.
Clearly, from the above model, ther e ar e a number of factors which
will determine whether a droplet will explode .
origi n of gas bubbles in melt.
A bubble originating at the bottom of the bath will grow as it ris es
t o the surface and will also increase in s peed .

Newitt 104 has shown

t hat by increasing the dept h of bubbl e generation, the size of the large
ejecti ons will also be increased, and Garner 96 has s hown t hat increasing
the bubble diameter also increases the droplet size .
speed at whi ch ejecti ons pass into the oxi.dising atmospher e above the
Am ej ecti.m trill first have t o pass through an atmosphere containing

~.

car bon monoxide and carbon dioxide which will r educe its temperature be fore
it reaches the oxygen.

Cl early, the extent of t his will depend on the

type of equipment or plant bein g used .

I n the L.D. for exampl e , some

particles are certainly e jected from t he crater wall directly i nto the
jet an d so

not have to pass through this non-reactive atmospher e .

~Iill

size ef dropl et.

Clearly l arge deopl ets will take l onger to decarburize

and r each t he point of oxide formation than small ones and will ther efore
have l ess chanoe of expl odin g.
time lag after oxide formation before nucleation takes pl ace.

If

heterogeneous nucleation of carbon monoxide within the droplet is as sumed,
ther e will be a r andom time lag between the formation of the oxide l ayer
on the droplet and a portion of this l ayer bei pg swept inside the droplet
to act as a nucleation site .

This effect will be similar to that

observed on the surface of the matal just befor e the boil commenced.
oxygen

part~a~

pressure .

High oxygen part j al· pressures will decarburize more quickly and
cause oxide formation at a higher carbon content •
the probability of expl osions taking place.

This will imcrease

- 7uThe pi ctur e which emel'ges is one in whi" h statistics pl ay a major
part with particles of differe nt di ameters being emitted an differ en t
ve locit i es into a r eactive atmosphere wher e they may disintegrate to a
varying degr ee and i n a varyin g time i nter val .
maximum f uming is

It woul d appear that

caused by hi gh oxygen parti al pressures and s mall

par ticle size of ejections indicative of bubbl e formation close to the
surface of t he

met~ l.

An e j ecti on thrown up into an exother mic atmosphere will gain heat
by chemical reacti on and l ose heat chi ef l y by radi at ion .

An ana l ysis

of this heat b~lance 1;as carried out using a computer (Appendix 7 ).
Dropl ets wit h diruneter s r anging from a mieron t o a millimetre wer e
considered at 1600 0 e r adi ating to a surface at l OOoe .
>TaS

considered to be the r eaction product .

Carbon monoxide

The analysis s howed t hat a

micron dropl et at 4. 5% carbon reached a car bon l eve l of 0 .35% in
aFproximat ely 10- 2_ 1O- 3secon ds depending on oxygen compos ition , Hhich
was incr eas ed to 1 . 7 - 17 seconds for a mil l imetr e dropl et .
droplets, however , dr op"ed in temper ature .

A micron

All t he

dro [~ le t,

for eocampl e ,
11
0
r eacting wifh 100% oxygen had its t emper ature reduced by 250 C in 10seconds compar ed with a millimetre droplet whic h lest 0 . 26° e in 10- 3
z:ec onds .

This certainly di d not appear to be the ·case from visual

observations of the hi gh- s peed film, although t he formation of oxide
with its hi gher emissivity , on the surface of the dropl et would· have
given t he eff ect of an apparent r i se i n temper ature .
mode l t ook no aecount of t he CO/C0

2

This vary simpl e

flame fr ont close to the metal surface,

Turkdogan u9 quotes dat a giving t he temper ature of the flam e $ront
obtained by compl ete combustion of CO by a stoic hiometric amount of O2
o
Clearly
as 2930 C when t he reac taote are initially at r oom temper ature .
t he

Ald.~tence

of a flame front to any extent Hill r educe radiation loss es

as Hill the fact that half t he droplet will be vieHing t he steel melt
and Hill not t herefore be radiating to a surface of l OOoe .
Neverthe l ess ,

t he c );':~Jo.r[ltively l ar ge times predicted for oxide

for mat ion on t he larger particles Houl d indicate t hat for ejected dropl e ts,
t he eeaction rates are much faster than for equivale nt bath conditions,

~-------------------------------------------------------------

--~---~

-

-75caused by a r educed boundary layer and henc e f aster diffusion rat es .
Baker 8 obtained dec arburiz ation r at es of

6 . 6~ C/ second for l~ dr opl ets

in f, ee fall t hr ough oxygen compared ,li th 2 .5%C/ second for the l mm
dropl ets in the model .
The effect of stee l particle explosions can be observed in a
different field t o t hat of stee l manufact ure .

A simpl e means of testin g

various metals f or composition is by observing the s parks produc ed when
using a grin ding wheel.

I n a r eview of this t opic , T3chorn 63 has s hown

spark photogr aphs for differ ent steels .

The s parks , which wer e all

molten at a distance of 20cm from t he whee l , gave a coloured streamline
and, in many cas es depending on the composition , finis hed by exploding
into small fragments, pr oVided t hat t here was carbon in the mat erial .
Hi gh carbon sparks took l onger to expl ode t han equivalen t l ow car bon sp"r1<··
It is ver y like l y t hat t he reactions taking place were qualitatively
similar to t hose occurring wit h ejected dropl ets from a stee l bath.

- 76 iii) Exami nat i on of Fume us i ng the El ec t r cn Microscope .
The

fume produc ed during the surface vapori zati on and during the

bOilinc per iods were exami ned usi ng the Philips EM ) 00 el ectr on
microsc ope and some of t he res ults are s hown i n Fi gures

17 and

18 ~

It can be seen that two distinct types of fume }ler e pr oduced .
Dur i ng the vapor ization period, fume particles were produc ed , the
major i ty being Hithin the 8~e range .OS/ - .IS/ and octagonally
shaped in cross-section.

The sample Has obtained by pas s ing argor/6%

o
oxYgen over a 4,S%C/Fe alloy at 1600 C.

The r esults ar e similar to

those of Desforges and Char l es 69 who obtained octago na l particl es by
vapor is in g i r on (O . 02'lf; ) i n oxygen, and Meldau 62

The non - unifor m

colour intensity indic ates a three-di mensional structure , possibl y a
di - octagonal pyrami d referred to by Meldau .
The sample produced dur ing the boi l in g period was obt ai ned by
o
passing 100% oxYgen over a 4. S%C/Fe alloy, also at 1600 C.
particles (greater tlnn

The l arge

5/ ) were separated by the method descri bed

earli er.,

It can be seen t hat a completely different picture is obtained.
The fume is much larger i n

3/

downwards .

si~e

Th'J octagonal

i n the main by s pheres"

with a Wide size range , from approximately
sh~.pe

is

nO

longer appare nt: and is r epl aced

It is this form of f ume that i s wi de ly reported

i n the literature as hr.ving originated from commer ci al steelmaking pr ocesses
1,11 , 12, 61
"

- -- - - - -

-

-

-

- - --

-
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Fi gur e 17

Electron Mi cros cope Photographs of Fume pr oduced
dur ing the "Vapor izati on" St age .

Magn ifications .

A.

x47 , 000

B.

x73 , 000

c.

x73 , 000

D.

x73 , 000

E.

x167 , OOO

F.

xl67, OOO

A

-

B

.14(
'---'

c

o

,."
'-.$~'

:::.

tit

F
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Figure 18.

Electron Microsoope Photographs-of Fume produced
during the "Boiling" Stage.

Magnifications.

A.

X6,ooO

B.

x6,Ooo

c.

x15,ooo

D.

x30,OOO

E.

x30,OOO
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•
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iv)

-85Examination of Fume using a Scanning
Electron Microscope.
As before, the different types of fume produced before and
during the boiling period were examined,this time using a Cambridge
Stereoscan.
The exa~~nation took place at the onset of the investigation
into the boiling period and the presence of some large spheres
greater than 5 microns in the sample necessitated the use of an
efficient separation technique for all later work.
The difference in particle size is clearly seen in the
photographs (figs. 19, 20 ).

The fine fume is in the form of

agglomerates and the highest practicable magnifi,cation (xlO,OOO)
was insufficient to determine individual particle shape.
highest magnification on the Phi lips electron microscope is
167,000· •

The
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Figure 19.

Stereoscan Photographs of Fume Produced
during the "Vaporization" Stage.

Magnifications.
A.

x200

B.

x1000

C.

x2000
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Figure 20

Stereoscan Photographs of Fume Produced
during the "Boiling" stage.

Magnifications.

A.

x500

B.

x2000

(showing the centre of A.)

C.

xl0,OOO

(showing one sphere from B.)

D.

x2,500

(industrial fume sample from
electric arc furnace.)

·

-:'
-,

A

B

c
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(v) Effect of Oxygen Partial-Pressure on the Decarburization
Rat~ durit;f?

the Uon-Boiling Period.

The effect of oxygen part:i1!l .-pressure on the rate of decarburization
was investigated in a series of tests using a 4.60% C· starting material.
The results are shown in Table

5 and

the graph in Figure 21, and v~rifY

the theory that initial decarburization

j.s

controlled by the supply of

oxygen to the metal surface"
h'hen boiling C0T.!118nC8d, pt'essure surges occurred in ,the system
causing rap:'.d

-\-8.riat~_ons

ii1 the ]-otalr,et.er readings indicating the
go~.ng

dilution ratio of the gases

int.o the analyser.

This reason,

coupled with the fact that the analyser was sensitive to even slight
changes in pressure, meant thJ.t t.he chart print out after boiling
commenced was subject to possible error.

It did indicate,however,

that the initial boiling period maintained the decarburization rate
at approxi;nately -;:,1:.::;

:J&~O

le-reJ._ J

being d8C'.c,rbuz"ized was .sJ..mil.J':c

i~

ind,'L~ati:1g

that thG total surface aroa

s:':"i;e befC'?:"G Qnd just after the start

of the boil..
The fall--off in CO

2

co':n;)ositio:J after 6 minutes when using 20%

oxygen was prooably due to

"COilS

of metal from the bath rather than a

cl1ange of controJ. since tho COll)1l'.t.ed figure for th3 bath composition

a t th e s t ar~...
figures.

h
0 f ·lJ:3

~. 11__ -"(.'.'.__
."f' (?_t'("_Uj)1...!
c ,) c'n) ,.:.S f ar ,.
J_a
~1.J...g h er th an any publ'
J...S h eCt'

The bath "a3 rcee1'ly ewpi.y

'rhe print-out

O'.)-~·3j :18d

occurred during melt out.
in

~02

the end of the run.

by p.:'.:;:,:.lng pure argon over the molten
b8~''-;'J~erl

shows the reaction occurring
The initial surge before

a'~;

sa1Ti!~l

e

the alurnina boat and the metal"

STARE 1,m: cinracterist:i.c of all :buns and
The print out shows a gradual fall-off

evolution during the whole run

0

If the reaction occurring

in run 113 was alt'l1lina reactil'e "ith dissolved carbon,

the quantity

of carbon removed from the bath (0.08%) should have been replaced by
an aluminium content of 0.12% by weight.

Analysis of the melt and of

the base material for a similar run wail unable to 8h01, any increase ro G
all in the aluminium content.
An estimate of the kinetics of this reaction can be obtained from

,

I

- - -"l1li

Table 5.
Effect of Oxygen Partial-Pressure on Decarburization Rate.

,i
I

Test
No.

Initial
Mass Of
Sample
(g.)

Oxygen
Partial
Pressure

Starting Material:

4.60% carbon at l600 oc.

Gas Flowrate:

4 litres/minute.

CO conc-n
in2plateau
region(%)

(%)

Average
n _ CO
com?- ~n 2
plateau
region(%)

Final C
content
(analysis)
(%)

Final C
content
(computer
print-out)
(%)

105

13.37

5

0.92

106

13.43

5

0.96

107

13.36

IQ

1.71

3.33

0.27

3.36

3.37

0.29

2.12

2.16

0.51

13.66

10

1.89

2.07

2.07

0·57

109

13.64

15

2.77

0.30

0.72

0.83

13.58

-0.087

0.089

1.01

3.07
15

3.38

Average
Rate of
Decarburization.

(g.moles4
scc.)xlO

0.28

1.80

108

no

3.23

0.94

I

~

,

Rate of
Decarburization
(g.moles£
sec.)xlO

0.54

0.92

!

Table 5. (contd.)

Initial
Mass of
Sample
(g. )

Test
No.

n
CO eonc2
in plateau
region(%)

Oxygen
Partial
Pressure
(%)

Average CO
cone:: in 2
plateau
region(%)

Finnl C
content
(analysis)

(%)

Final C
content
(computer)
print-out

(%)

13,62

111

I

~I

20

4.10

4)

\+)

1.22

@

(fj

1.16

3.99

11;

12,43

20

3.87

, 113

13.28

0

11Lf

13.50

0

•
•

-

I,

Rate of
Decarburization
(g.moles4
see.h10

•

I

• no plateau region.
(;) no figures possible since boat empty at end of test.

Average
R'lte of
Decarburization.

(g.moles4
sec. hlO

1.19

4.50

4.52

4.55

4.51

•
•

•

EFFECT

OF OXYGEN

THE RATE
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1600
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o
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·06
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-96the results of Simkovich et al,118 who studied the rate of dissolution
0

They dipped an

of alumina in carbon-saturated liquid iron at 1600 0.
alumina rod 0.29 inches diameter,
iraq/carbon alloy.

l~

inches into 600 grams of molten

After 83 hours, the aluminium content of the melt

increased from .003 to .038% compared with a final aluminium content of
.053%

in 48 hours if the melt was rapidly rotated.

This was equivalent

to an aluminium transfer rate of 7 x 10-4 grams/cm2 .hr.

The transfer

.1 2
rate required to explain the print-out for 0% oxygen is 10 - 2
gram~ cm .hr.

It would seem much more likely particularly from the shape of the
print-out, that

tr~

reaction was between carbon and air which was trapped

in crevices on the boat surface.

The fall-off would then represent a

reduction in the air available for reaction.
The decarburization rate averaged out to 9.5 x 10-5 grams q(cm2 .min.
The subject of crucible reaction is discussed by Fujii 59 who obtained
2
a figure of 2.42 x 10-4 grams 0/cm min.

using a magnesia lining, which

he found to be constant with time and independent of carbon composition
down to 0.2% •

-97-

Figures 22
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TYPICAL PRINT-OUTS FROM THE
INFRA '- RED ANALYSER.
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-103(vi)

The Effect of Oxygen Partial Pressure on the Formation
of an Oxide

Phas~.

a) Introduction.
Preliminary tests had shown that fume formation was dependent upon
the formation of an oxide phase.

The aim of these tests was to determine

the effect of oxygen partial pressure on the bath composition at which
an oxide phase appeared.
b) Procedure.
0

A range of iron/ carbon alloys were melted out at 1600 C. Oxygen! argon
mixtures with a maximum of 30% oxygen

~rere

passed over the alloys until

an oxide phase appeared, when the experiment was stopped and the alloy
analysed for carbon.
Wherever possible, the surface was completely covered with oxide
before the test was stopped.
the

4.6%

This was the case for all alloys except

carbon alloy which always started to boil before a clearcut

oxide phase occurred.

In those cases, oxide particles appeared and

probably nucleated a boil while the bath carbon content was still high.
Since the

4.6%

C alloys passed the composition range of the alloy below

(2.99% C) before a boil commenced, it is difficult to explain "by the
erratic behaviour occurred in the high carbon alloy only.
c) Results.
The results are given in figure

23 and show as expected that as the

partial pressure of oxygen increases, there is a corresponding increase
in the percentage carbon in the bath at oxide formation.

-~IGUKE-':J

EFFECT OF OXYGEN PARTIAL PRESSURE ON THE BATH
AT OXIDE FORMATION·
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(vii)

Calculation of Overall Mass Transfer Coefficients.
From the graphs of percentage carbon at oxide formation and percentage
carbon dioxide, against percentage o:xygen, it is possible to obt'ain values
of the overall mass transfer coefficients for the transport of oXygen and
carbon from the bulk phases through the respective diffusion boundary
layers.

Precise interpretation is not possible from the data obtained

since the reaction of carbon and o:xygen produces both the monoxide and
dioxide.

Previous workers ),84, using lovitated.drops·'jm.w:y::;.9n Mve

shown that the overall reaction was in producing carbon monoxide.
Baker) obtained CO/C0 2 ratios of 6,17:1 using 10% o:xygen compared with
ratios ranging from 8:1 to 14:1 using pure o:xygen obtained by Distin84 •
In the present investigation, the CO/C0 ratio was about 0.5 : 1
2
measured by the infra-red analyser when using and when bypassing the
converter which converted CO to CO2 ,
This ratio was irrespective of
o:xygen partial pressure up to 20% oxygen.
It is possible that this

col CO

2 ratio does not

~epresent·

the gas composition leaving the boundary

layer with some conversion having taken place in the bulk gas phase.
0

At 1600 c the equiLibrium constant for the conversion of carbon
monoxide to dioxide is 5.44 x

103

and thus a kinetic restraint must

exist to prevent virtually complete conversion taking place.
In the calculation, extreme values for the coefficients ane
obtained by assuming CO is produced at the metal surface, with values
obtained assuming that C.o2 is the main product, given in the discussion.
In the system under consideration, a ternary mixture of oxygen, argon
and carbon monoxide exists with argon being static.

The Fossible presence

of carbon dioxide further complicates the picture which means that the
application and
If N

o~

integr~tion

of standard diffunion equations is not feasible.

is the flux of oxygen moles/cm2 .sec,h is the mass transfer
0

ooefficient for oxygen transfer and P

O

is the bulk phase oxygen partial

2

pressure, applying the standard mass transfer equation for the diffusion
of o:xygen:-

··106assuming that the oxygen partial pressure at the metal surface is zero.
The validity for this relationship is shown in Figure 21 where the
decarburiz.ation . rate (proportional to NO ) is linearly related to oxygen
2
partial pressure.
From Figure 21 it can be seen that:0.000n8 moles/ sec CO2
If it is assumed that the CO is formed outside the boundary layer, then
2
NCO = NCO and the flux of oxygen is half the flux of co.
2
•
N
=
()··JOO1l8
00000236 moles
=
-.-22 x-2":i52
°2
cm .sec
•

·• .

.• ..

.0000236 x 82.05 x 1873

hO
2
h
°2

0.2

=

18.28 cm/sec

The Overall Mass Transfer Coefficient for the transport of oxygen

through the gas boundary layer is 18.28 cm/sec.
At the occurrence of oxide on

t~e

met:ll surface, it is assumed

th~t.

the carbon content at that position is zero.
Thus the flux of carbon to t he surface:h C
c

=,

whore h is the overall mass transfer coefficient for the transfer of
c

carbon from the bulk metal to tho surface

and C" is the bulk carbon

content.
Taking the density of steel D:~ 1600 C to be 7 .16g ~/ cc 119
0

•
• •

C ¥.

grm moles/ cc at 1% C

=

0.005967 grm mOles/cc.

From figure 23, partial pressure of oxygen causing oxide formation
at 1% C bulk composition

·• .

= .228 atmos.

Oxygen concentration
.228
82.05 x 1873
=

o. 00000148 grm moles/ cc.

-107-

.

But N

0

hc

, ••

c*

hO
2
hc

• ••

hO
2
hc

•

• • he
•
• •

Q

2N

02

=

2hO PO
2 2
RT

.

-

C:f RT
2 PO
2

=

..

.005967
.00000148 x 2

=

2015.9

18.28
2015.9

=

0.009 cm/sec

The Overall Mass Transfer Coefficient for the transport of Carbon

through the metal boundm'Y layer is 0.009 Clo/sec.
Discussmon.
The mass transfer coefficient for carbon transfer is 0.009 cm/sec.
assumiug

fast reaction occurring at the liquid gas

coefficient for oxygen transfer is 18.28

cm/se~

interf~ce

and the

assuming CO formation, a

figure which becomes 36.6cm/sec if CO 2 formation is assumed.
Distin 84 obtained a mass transfer coefficient of 0.032 cm/sec. for carbon
transfer in a levitated drop at 17700 C also using the position of oxiqe
formatiom to obtain his Desnlt.

A higher figure is to be expected for

levitated drops since the greater' degree of stirring occurring would
result in a correspondingly thinner boundary layer.
his results gave a

For oxygen transfer

coefficient of 9.9 cm/sec. far a gas velocity of

16 cm/sec,N.T.P. assuming CO as the overall product.

Baker's results 5

give an o~Jgen transfer coefficient of 44.7 cm/sec. at 16600 C for a gas
velocity of 12.56 cm/sec. making similar assumptions.

It can be seen

that good agreement is obtained between these results and those obtained
from the present investigation.
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Effect
of_Oxygen
Partial
Pressure
on___
the •_
Quantity
_'_r .... _ _
" ____ ·_,w._
...... '_._._,.
_ _.,·_,,
_ _ '_·_
of Fume Produced.
~."

A series of tests were undertaken to determine the effect of oxygen
partial pressure on the quantity of fume produced.

Since it had been

found that appreciable fuming only occurred after bubbling had commenced,
the fuming rates have been represented as fume per minute of bubbling,
and the fume produded before the boil started is included in the figure
obtained f'Dr, the boiling period,

This time delay varied from a few

In some of the
seconds at 100% oxygen to nearly"5 minutes for ,15% O2 ,
the boil was spasmodic,
tests particularly. at the lower oxygen levels,
and the .time of boiling was obtained using a cumulative stop-watch •
.Results.
The results are given in Table 6 and Figures 24 and 25.
It can be seen that am increase in the oxygen partial pressure
resulted in a corresponding increase in the rate of fume production
during the "bOiling" period,
A reduction in the percentage oxygen Will influence fume formation
in four different ways.
lower carbon content.

It will cause oxide formation to occur at a
ThiS, applying the observations of Morris 50,

will produce larger ejections indicative of a deeper nucleated boil.
These larger ejections will take longer to decarburize and hence have

less chance of renching the conditions required for diSintegration to
take place.
Secondly, it will decarburize the ejections at a lower rate which will
increase the time before gas nucleation occurs inside the droplet.
Thirdly, oxide formation on the droplet will occur at a lower carbon
content,

further increasing the time before a possible explosion could

take place, and finally reduced oxygen partial pressure will reduce the
exothermic nature of the gas and increase the chance of droplet
solidification.

It can be seen bhat'statistics play an important part

in the relationship between fume emission rates and oxygen partial
pressure; nevertheless, a reasonable linear correlation is obtained.
A reduction in the initial bath carbon content produced less fume per
minute, 100% oxygen and 1005% carbon giving the same fume

production.

-109Table 6.
Effect of Oxygen Partial Pressure on the Quantity of Fume Produced
Gas Flowrate:

4 litres/minute N.T.P.

Metal Temperature:

16000 c.

Total Pressure:

1 atmosphere.

Time
of
boil
(secs) (secs)

Test Initial'
Oxygen
Total
No. Carbon Concentration time
Content
(vol.%) of run
(wt.%)

Fume Produced
(mg. )

Fume per
Minute
f----;-----,,..---l
of
Tube. Filter Total Boiling
(mg. )

142 4.60

100

75

60

995.0

55.5 1050.5

1050

171 4.60

90

46

28

422.0

21.0 443.0

950

172 4.60

80

88

69

905.0

16.5 921.5

801

143 4.60

70

95

70

607.0 115.5 722.5

619

127 4.60

70

130

100

055.0

86.0 1141.0

685

173 4.60

60

74

40

371,0

7,0 378.0

567

144 4.60

40

105

45

320.5

33.0 353.5

471

166 4.60

35

125

265.5

7.5 273.0

409

167 4.60

30

165

192.5

7.5 200.0

293

168 4.60

25

130

115.0

11.0 126.0

176

169 4.60

20

97.0

8.0 105.0

109

35.0

9.0

170 4.60

367

159 2.05

100

160 2.05

70

158 2.05

40

80

80

44.0

33

398.0

10.5 408.5

875

32

250,0

18.5 268.5

503

38

110.0

16.0 126.0

199

---4_----~-------4"----+_---~----~~--4_--_+----~

100

20

14

165,5

'1.0 172.5

739

70

30

18

135.0

12.0 147.0

490
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55

45

105
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-112rates as 75% oxygen and 4.60% carbon.

It would appear that a lONer

bath carbon content produced larger ejections observed by Morris 50 • which
statistically should give less fume.
It is difficult to estimate accurately the error in including
"vaj:Xl.rization" fume in the value obtained from the boil.

Table 7 gives

typical fume values obtained from runs in which a boil did not take place.
Observations made at the time of each run showed that occasional
bubbling did take place during the course of the ten minute period even
with 0% oxygen, due almost certainly to a crucible reaction but any
ejections produced from the bubble bursting did not give the spark-like
flashes which were characteristic of bubbling from a

boil.

This was

probably due to the low oxidising power of the gas used since it was not
possible to do a satisfactory run Without ejections at greater then 10%
oxygen.

The quantities of fume produced were too small to attempt a

separation of any ejections above

5)~

in size produced from the crucible

reaction and also when some bubbling took place in the final minute
(shown by an asterisk).

Nevertheless, the fume values/minute are very

low compared to those obtained from a boiling period and it is fair to
assume that including vaporization fume produced before the boil in the
value obtained from the bOil, has not produced an appre.ciable error and
will not effect the overall picture.
Certainly, the effect of including the "vaporization" fume will
be within the experimental error in obtaining the fume rates duving the
boiling period.
Figure 25 shows the overall effect of reaction conditions on the
rate of fume formation.

It can be seen that there is up to a three

orders of magnitude increase in fuming rates during a boil compared to
during the "vaporization " stage and stresses the Significance of a
boiling bath as a necessary condition for appreaiable fuming to take
place.

I
I

·1l3~

Table 7.

Quantity of Fume Produced in the Absence of a Boil.

est
r-No.

II

Period of run:

10 minutes.

Metal temperature:

1600 0 C.

Gas flowrate:

4 litres/minute N. T.F.

Total pressure:

1 atmosphere.

,, Wt.of

,,

,

Initial
Carbon
Content
(wt.%)

I

Final
Carbon
Content
(wt.%)

I

I

Fume
I Produced

I

OJ!Ygen
concentration
(vol.%)

I

0

11.70

.014

.008

1.7

15

0

10.79

.006

.002

2.5

16

0

12.79

.003

.0025

2.8

25

0

10.28

4.37

4.32

9.8

! 4.55

3.60

12.5

2.31

8.0

2.24

1.29

11.0

t

sample
(grams)

I
I

I,

9

I

t

(mgrms )

I

I

28

5

12.62

30

'5

11,99

33

'5

11.77

34

5

11.70

2.24

1.21

10.0

37

'5

11.90

1.10

0.14

13.5

38

5

11.50

1.10

0.07

I
I
I

I

3.34

I

10

35
I 36

,

39

,

!,

11.98

JI07

I

108

1

I

,
I

,

I

0.04

20,5

0.02

16.0 '"

4.60

2.12

8.0

4.60

2.06

5.0

2.24

10

12.17

!

1.10

10

13.36

~

Ii
12.0

i

13.66

3(

I 1.03

11.93

I

9.,

2.24

10

10

,

II
t

t

I

!

I
I
I
!

i

J,

~ bubbling in final minute after oxide appearance.

:lE
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6.

The Effect of Ggs Composition on Iron Alloy
Melts containing Manganese.
Introduction.
It is well known that at l600

o

c,

the vapour pressure of manganese

is 45.Ommwhile that of iron is O.058mm. 50.

If fuming is primarily

a consequence of ejections thrown up out of the bath which in turn
explode, then the concentration of an alloying element in the fume
should be equivalent to that in the bath,
highly volatile element liko manganese.

even in the case of a
The aim of this series of

tests was to determine the ratio of iron to manganese in the fume
compared to that in the bath for conditions where bubbling took place
and where only vaporization occurred.

BATH COMPOSITION

,

Test

No.

Gas Composition

%O2

(vol. )

l

Time
Bubbling
of run'
in
(mins) i Tube?

I

!

%C

%Fe

(wt. )

%Mn
(wt. )

in melt

in melt

in melt

I

(wt. )

98

6

5

No

99

40

2

Yes

3.86

4.43

91.71

101

40

Yes

4.28

4.65

91.07

1(2

6

4

No

4.31

4.47

91.22

103

6

4

No

4.17

4.49

145

o

3

No

4.35

4.20

146

o

3

No

4.24

161

o

5

No

FUME COMPOSITION
Fe/Nn

in melt
(wt./wt.)

Wt. Mn
in fume
(mgrms)

~It.

Fe

in fume
(mgrms)

Fe/Mn
in fume

(wt./wt. )

21.29

5.0

0.67

20.70

64.0

23.70

106.0

25.85

4.1

20.41

9.4

0.32

20.34

10.1

0.30

91.45

21.77

n.l

4.17

91.59

21.96

10.1

4.12

95.88

7.0

4.0

0.36

0.30

2.0

0.29
.

162

o

5

No

4.22

22.70

0.26

\.

..

,., ....

"',,,, ..

~-

Procedure.
Alloys of. iron, manganese and in some cases carbon were prepared
by placing pre-weighed quantities of the three components in an
a1umina boat and melting out under an atmosphere of argon.

The Radyne

setting required to obtain a temperature of 16000 C was noted since it
was not posmble to remelt with the thermocouple in position because
of shearing of the sheath.

The sample was then cooled, the tube cleaned

to remove a small amount of vaporization during melt-out and the impactor
and filtsl' ,fitted in position.

The power was then switched on and arte:"

heating the sample to the correct setting, the required gas composition
was passed into the tube for a set time after which the power was switched
off and the tube purged out with argon.

The results are shown in

Table 8.
Discuss ion.
The results show as expected that hhere is a considerable difference
in the iron/manganese ratio in the fume depending on the reaction
conditions' occurring in. the tube.
When boiling has occurred the following correlation was obtained : ..
Fe (fume)
Mn

=

1.23 Fe (melt) ••••• 1
Mn

. which is in good agreement with .. a value close to unity expected if fume
is primarily a consequence of bOiling and subsequent oxidation of the
ejected droplets.
When a boil was absent using 6% oxygen, the correlation coefficient
for equation 1 was 0.02 compared with 0.013 when
argon~

~aporizing

into pure

.

When vaporization is occurring, there is a possibility of manganel'8
depletion at the metal-gas interface. If it is assumed that transport of
manganese from the bulk metal to the interface is fast, compared to the
vaporization process, then:-

J

le (fume)

N
NMn

Minimum

=

metal
metal

where a refers to the activity, and N is the mole fraction.

Manganese

forms an ideal solution with iron, hence at 4.17% Mn :.
[ Mn~ (fume)] MJ.nimum

and

[~~

(fume)] Minimum

'"

=

.058 x 95.83
45 x 4.17
.0013 Fe

Mri

0.029

(melt)

It can be seen that the coefficient is an order of magnitude smaller
than that obtained for vaporization into argon, showing that manganese
transport was relatively slow.
gas had

DO

The addition of 6% oxygen to the inlet

apparent effect on either the composition or quantity of fume

produced.
Morris 50 investigated the distribution of tracer elements between
the bath and fume.

In general, elements more volatile than iron

increased in concentration in the fume and vice versa.

The spread, however,

between the highest and lowest distribution ratios was very narrow

( e factor of 7 ) considering the wide range of volatilities of tracers
investigated.

·He concluded that the results strongly suggested that

fume consisted of mechanically produced particles.

His results gave

the relationship:Fe (fume)

Mii

=

(0.25 - 0.14) Fe

MO

(metal)

depending on the temperature for a bath manganese content of 0.18%.

It

can be seen that his coefficient is much nearer the unity value expected
from a boiling reaction, than .0013 expected from vaporization.
Bogdandy and Panke 14 found a correlation between the manganese
concentration in the bath and the Fe/Mn ratio in the fume, for bottomblowing.
From their results, it can be determined that for a bath manganese
content of 0.2%
Fe (fume)
Mn

=

0.008 Fe (metal)

MO

Their data is insufficient for meaningful

interpre~tianto

be made,

but it appears that the results were taken during the after blow.
During this period the fume production in bottom-blowing is at a maximum
with carbon at a low level.

Thus one would have expected that their

-118coefficient should have been much l.arger instead of being similar in
magnitude to the vaporization coefficient of 0,0013.

-1197. General Discussion.
The large quantities of fume emitted by modern oxygen steelmak1ng
processes have previously been explained by any of four different.
mechanisms.

The earliest was the theory that a volatile compound was

produced, immediatelydecromposingto give iron which would then
to produce fume.

oxid~e

No concrete evidence was ever produced to verify this

theory and Belton1s thesis was unable fo support it.

It was then

suggested that fume was a consequence of the hot spot produced where an
oxygen jet hit the metal surface.

Fume measurements showed that a

temperature of about 23000 C would be required in ~ the issuing gases
to support this me.chanism.

The theory was unable to explain

a) fume

produced under endothermic reaction conditions of FeO+C. and b) the
dependence of fume on bulk carbon content and the absence of fume when
blowing oxygen onto pure iron.
The third theory considered that there was a gas/metal-vapour
reaction close to the metal surface within the boundary layer.

This

provided a sink for both reactants setting up steep concentration
gradients with a c.onsequent enhancement in t he vaporization rate.

The

results for carbon-free iron supported the theory which was extended to
include the effect of carbon.

The maximum evaporation rates predicted in

this theory were obtained in practice assuming temperatures of about
0

2000 C but the theory failed to explain the finite slope of the graph
of carbon content against fume evolution rates.
The final theory was concerned with the ejection of droplets caused
by the bursting of carbon monoxide bubbles.

Although experimental

evidence on this theory was Slualitative, there were no [l'pparQU'i;
contradictions when applying the mechanism fo known observations.
The results were obtained on equipment very similar to that used
by Turkdogan, and the effect of oxygen partial pressure on the
vaporization of pure iron was initially obtained.

It was seen that

an enhfulcement was obtained with increasing oxygen concentration but
the quantities of iron obtained as fume were about l/50th of that
obtained by Turkdogan.

The only apparent difference in technique in

-120 ..
the present investigation was an inability to obtain the preheat gas
o

temperature of 1600 C.

It was shown that a variation in the preheater

temperature up to a maximum of 10000C had no effect on the quantity of
fume produced.
The effect of oxygen on iroq/carbon alloys was then investigated,
and it was seen that the state of decarburization occurring had
considerable influence on the nature and quantity of fume produced.
Provided that the carbon content of the metal was above a certain
value depending on the oxygen partial pEessure being used, decarburization
occurred at the surface of the melt and was gas phase controlled, with
vaporization similar in quantity and nature to that present with pure irons.
tfuen there was a change in control and an oxide layer formed on the metal
surface, a carbon monoxide boil was nucleated which caused ejections to
be thrown out of the bath, some of which exploded into fume.

Fume

measurements during this boiling stage showed that there was a three orders
of magnitude increase in fume production rates compared with the
va~ization

stage.

An examination of fhe fume under the electron

microscope showed that vaporizaticn fume was mainly octagonal in crosssection and within the size range of 0.05.1" to 0.15/",while fume from a
boiling bath was characteristically spherical and much larger in size,
having a maximum diameter of 3r '
The investigation into de carburization during the "vaporization"
period showed that there was a linear relationship between hhe percentage
oxygen in the bulk phase and the rate of decarburization as shown by the
percentage COg in the exhaust gases after conversion from CO had taken
place.

This period was observed as a plateau region on the print-out

from the infra-red analyser and the fall off from this plateau occurred
soon after the appearance of an oxide phase on the metal surface.

The

carbon content of the bulk metal at oxide formation was found at various
oxygen partial

press~and

it was seen that a linear correlation existed,

with an increasing oxygen concentration causing oxide to appear at a
correspondingly higher bulk ·carbon'·contem..
From the graphs of percentage

~arbon

dioxide and percentage carbon

-121-

at oxide formation against percentage oxygen., the overall mass transfer
coefficients for the transport of carbon and oxygen through the boundary
layers were obtained.
It was found that hO

2

=

18.28 cn(::!ec. and hc

=

0.009 cn( sec.

assuming that carbon monoxide was formed at the metal surface within the
boundary layer.

The value for hc is doubled if carbon dioxide

1ms the only product within this region.

These values are similar to

those obtained from the results of Distin and Baker.
showed a

col CO 2 ratio

Gas analyses

of about 0.5:1 but since this ratio is much lower

than other published values, some conversion could have taken place
outside the boundary layer - clearly equilibrium was not reached to any
extent since purelY equilibrium oonditioDs indicate

almost complete

conversion to CO 2 '
Finally, the distribution of a highly volatile component, manganese,
between fume and metal was investigated.
ratio

(Fe! Mn) fumel (Fel Mn)

With fume from a boiling bath,the

metal was 1.23 compared with the expected

value close to unity while a vaporizing bath gave a ratio of 0.02 with
6% oxygen and 0.013 with pure argon, compared with a value of 0.0013
expected if vaporization occurred without depletion of manganese at the
surface.

The order of magnitude difference indicates that this was

not the case.
These results indicated that the two key stages in the production of
fume were the generation of ejections by the bursting of carbon monoxide
bubbles at the melt surface,
exothermic atmosphere.

aJ

d the reaction of these droplets in an

The removal of either of the stages would cause

the rate of fume formation to be drastically reduced.

This was shown

by USing carbon dioxide as the reacting gas instead of oxygen, and is
applied on the commercial scale with the process known as fumeless
refining.
Thus, from the difference in the nature and quantity of fume
produced in the "bubbling" and "vaporization" stages, it is concluded
that bubble bursting and the subsequent oxidation of ejected iron
droplets in an exothermic atmosphere is the major cause of fume

-.l22-

formation in oxygen steelmaking.
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APPENDIX I

Large Scale Research ',;ork
(i)

Introduction
When the ini tial programme of research

decided that the work should tako

pl~ce

not

~nly

;!as

drawn

up,

it

was

on the small scale(approx.

10 gram samples) where boundary conditions were accurately known .and where
fume formation could be observed, but also on a larger scale, where the
conditions would more closely simulate industrial practice.
It was realized that in the latter case, inaccuracies would
be much greater than in the small scale, but it was hoped that these
could be estimated and eliminated where possible.
(ii)

Experimental Programme
It was considered that when designing equipmenb on this scale

to follow a particular programme, progress in any of a number of directions
,/QuId depend on previous results, thus

necessitating a flexible range of

equipment that could readily be arranged to perform different types of
tests.
It was hoped that information could be obtained on the relevance
of the various theories that existed at the onset of the project and to
remove various enomalieo which existed in the literature (e.g.' effect of
temperature and CO

2

on fume formation)

The initial programme would be to obtain a cornelation of
fume formation against carbon content of the melt which would calibrate the
equipment in terms of other literature values.

An investigation into the bubble bursting theory would then
follow.

It was hoped to inject various gases into the melt to simulate

carbon monoxide generation, with various atmospheres above the melt and
see if appreciable quantities of fume could be obtained.
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It was further hoped that high speed photography could be
used to exammne reactions taking place above the melt surface.

(iii)

Apparatus
The work was carried out at the Central Research Laboratories

of R.T.B. at

Whitchurch, Aylesbury and an EFCO 40 !CV high frequency air

induction furnace was provided to melt out samples of required composition.
The charge weight was 1 cwt.
The? furnace was lined wi th "Basic A" material supplied by
Piekford Holland Ltd.

This contained 86.76% MgO, 6.55% Si0 and 2.23%
2

Fe 2 0 •

3

It \,as essential for the system to be gas-tight and in order
to enclose the gases and fume above the melt, a hood was built.

This

had provision for gas inlet, outlet and sampling, and a window, with a
wiper, to observe the melt.
Two hoods had to be built; the first was n mild steel shell
lined with Marinite whioh was found to be uBsatisfactory because
moisture was driven off from the Marinite when it got hot, and condensed
in the fume separation system.
The Mo.rinite WClS repl'1ced by light-weight silica bricks but
these had to be bolted into the shell individually and extensive leakage
occurred through the bolt holes, eVen when Clsbestos gaskets were used.
In addition it waS found impossible to seal the hood to the
refractory top plate of the furnace.
It was also observed that cracks occurred just above the metal
level in the lining material.

Expansion figures for Basic A refractory

were then obtained, and it was seen that at about 1200oC, the percentage
linear expansion changed from positive to negative.

It is likely that

this temperature existed in the vicinity of the crack.

d.c. power supply
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oxygen

-

4
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metal

H.Freqency furnace
to
waste
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FIGURE 28
Photograph of Hood USGd for Large Scale Programme
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Because of these diffuculties, the hood

~nd

furnace top plate

were scrapped and redesigned.
A brass

bottom plate was

w~tor-cooled

m~e

for the high-

frequency coil to sit on nnd Rn(!)ther water-cooled brass plate was clamped
on top of the coil.

The entire coil was then coated with a silicone

rubber compound, (Silastoseal B made by Midland Siliconee).
The ne" hood "as mnde of mild steel and was water-cooled.

,

It had an "0" ring inset into its base and two clamps secured the hood
to the top plate.

This system proved to be completely gas-tight •

.Gns entry \1as by means of a lance placed 1i!- inches from the
metal surface.

Various refractories \1ere tested as possible lwce materials.

Both silica Rnd recrystallised alumina melted when blo\1ing
oxygen onto the metal surface and zirconia and magnesia failed immediatoly
due to thermal shock.

For this reason thoria was not tried.

A \1ater-

cooled copper lance \1as then tried and found to be ontirely successful.
After leaving the hood, the fume and gases "Iere cooled

in a

concentric copper tube cooler which led to the fume separation equipment.
Various methods of fume separation were considered and it was
decided, because of its low pressure drop, to use an electrostatic precipitator.
From the results of previous \10rk34 -

41

,a high voltage unit

was built which could deVelop 30KV d.c. through a negative dischnrge
electrode placed dOlm the centre of a 1 inch LD. pyrex tube, 12 inches
long.
Trials wore conducted to dotermine the relative effectiveness
of various discharge electrodes including copper, platinum, and platinum
\1ith barbed

spikes.
Very little difference \1as observed in the coronas produced,

and consequently a copper wire, .015 inches diameter, was chosen.
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In addition, collecting electrodes were tried both inside
and outside the glass tube.

In view of the analysis requirements on the

collected fume, it was doCided to use aluminium foil, wrapped outside the
tuhe.

The precipitator tube was put inside a wooden cage with a perspex

front,in

vie\~

of the possible explosion risk mentioned by Drinkler 34 •

A small glass-wool plug was put in the gas line just beyond
the precipitator to remove any fume entrained into the

e~t

gases.

The precipitator unit was tested and found to be completely
efficient in separating the fume, with a-very small percentage appearing
in the glass wool.

A second plug put downstream from the first showed no

evidence of fume collection.
The remainder of the equipment included a dry gas-meter
and provision for collecting gas samples for orsat analysis.
(iv)

Experimental details.
The base material used was Swedish Iron, with its very low

impurity content (0.05%,maximum element) and tests were carried out

to

determine the most satisfactory means of carburizing up to it~ saturation
point.

Top-dipping carbon rods into the molten metal was very violent

and somewhat hazardous

for the person concerned due to the high oxygen

content of the base material. \/hen the carbon was charged into the furnace
with the cold metal initially, however, and the bath brought to temperature,
the process was much quieter.

High purity carbon powder with a total imp-

urity of 150 p.p.m. was supplied by Cabot Carbon Co., Ltd.
IVhen the water-cooled modifications were made to the furnace and
hood, the possibility of an explosion due to water coming into contact
with molten steel became very real, and special aluminised asbestos suits
were obtained for use when working on the furnace.

- ----------------
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In order that metal samples could be taken easily, glass vacuum
sample tubes were tried out, similar to those described by Strathdee
These were about 6 inches long and

il:

inch diameter.

43.

1'!hen the tip was

immersed below the steel surface, it melted and a thin rod of steel was
sucked up the tube, ",hich contained aluminium to remove the oxygen in the
sample.

Samples from different parts ef tho rods were used in analysis

Samples ;,ere always taken Vii th the hood in position.

Metal temperatures

were determined using a platinum/platinum 13% rhodium thermocouple which
was put through the sampling point in the roof of the hood.
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(v)

Analysis of Fume
The fume produced in the larg8 scale equipment was black and

characteristic of the Japanese O.Go process li!hich 8.180 operates, Hi th a

closed hood system.
,samples taken from the procipi tator v!erG examinod by the

X-ray powder diffraction technique.

This showed that the fume contained

predominantly v,usti te with traces of J-. -iron ::md also behlcen 5 and 10)6
iron borate.

The cexistance of boron

as confirmed by spectrographic

analysis and traced to the Basic A lining of the furnace.

A sample of

this was analysed and found to contain 0.89% boron.
At the conclusion of the project, a ne'" boron-free lining
had been chosen and \Jas boin;; put into practice.

An analysis of O.G.

fume from the Sakai plant in Japan gave 83.9% FoO and a total iron content
of 68.2~-6.
(vi)

Electron HicroDcope Bxarr.ination of the Fume
.A sample of thG fume t;'1kcn from the precipi tator \-Jas examined

using a Philips EH 300 electron microscope and some of the results are
shown in Figure 29.
The majority of the fume is spherical l-Tith a maximum diameter
of 0.5

f.

HeasurcJ:lOnts from the Sak8.i O.G. plant in Japan gave a typical

particlo size 9f

0.2f •

r------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~

--

1

!

:nGURE 29
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(vii)

-----

?roject Conclusion
In July

1968, it ,Jas o"nnounced that tho Central Hesearch

Laboratorios of R.'I'.D wore closing as

~JD..rt

of th:; roorganization due to steel

nation':lli sa tiol1.

In order th,}t inconvenience should be reduced to a minimum,
the project \"ras :immodiately trallsferrod to th0 Stoel Compnay of \1{1.1GS

Division, Port Talbot, and the movo mado in August.
The movinf;; of the High-frequcmcy cqu.ipmcnt presented considerable difficulties and necessitated

El

delay of sevoral months.

In view

of this and the fact that tho small scale equipment waG thon in working
order tit uns decided that the large Beetle ~. lOrk c::;hould be put in a.beyance.

~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.

--
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Fume Suppression
(a)

Introduction
It aas been widoly reported in the literature that various

addi tions to the oxygen stream can sup:orcss fume formation to a considerable
degree

e.g. 76

•

llengstorff

54,56 studied the effect on the 2lb scale with

both bottom blOlo'ing and top blowing cmd found that hydrogen, mothane and steam
had a not:ic;,able effect on the qu;:mti ty of fume produced.
suggested

Ono explanation

31,33,79 was that the additions reduced the temperatur~ of the

')hot-spot 1l so reducing the quc..nti ty of iron ovaForating.

Carbon dioxide has had a confusin,·; effect in that reports of
good suppression, when using it

(lS

"n addition,

1
ff. t'C to. e:. 5 +
·
rcpor t s s h OW1.ne~
1. t t
0 '11D. ve no o·

1,51 hClve accompanied

•

The fumo suppression effects have boen incorporated into a
commercial process kn01,oJn ns F ume 1 8SS

D

•

id)iilllng

33,9 1,109

Both oxygnn/

fuel oil and oxygon/tO\oTn gas h:,vo beon used wi th " substantial reduction
in fume

117 (figure 30) 'mu ohly a slightly longer refini.nc; time.

has given results shOl;in.:.ty,Jical fUl% londings of

200 blo'Js.

l1illor

83

0.05 grains/s.c.f. over

This is Hi thin the .t'oquircmlDnts sr;t out by the Alknli Inspoctor

110

The process h::cs boen put into production by B. S. C. Hidlnnd Group in
Sheffield u,sinC o"ygcn/fuel-oil but hi.cs h,d l±ttlc success in refining
st;J.inlcss stoels. Exocssivc chrort1ium loss into the sl.:;.g \'rl:] allrJays experienced

accompaniod by a s,ovcrc hydrogen pick-up nnd an innbili ty to roach tho

0.06% carboh 108. Th" subject of fume supp86
ression has been revieweu by Hunro
desired spocification of

•
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FIGURE 30
!:1!£.to5r').1:p-~f Fyn18 Suppression trials on a 30 - ton

Furno.ce at Enr:lish Stool CorPS'E"tiol!. Ltd.

A.

B.

Refining lVi th an Oxygen L,mcCl.

Refining

'Ai th an Oxy-Fuel Burner.

(by courtesy of Shell 11ex and B.P Ltd)

A

B
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(b)

Explanation of Fume Suppression
Since the hot-spot theory is not accepted in this thesis, as

of major importance in fume

form~tion,the

effect of various additions in

suppressing fume cannot be explained in terms of their cooling effect on
the impact area.
In a series of quali tati ve tests on the small scale equipment,
cnrboh·dioxide was passed over iron/carbon alloys at 1600° C

As in the

C8.S8

of oxygen, an oxide layer formed over the melt in each case and this was
followed almost immediately by a vigorous boil accompanied by copious
ejections thro\ffl into the atmosphere above the bath.

However, no drop-

let explosions took place and no fume formation eccurred.

The droplets

were considerably lower in temperature due te the endothermic nature of
the gas used.
TABLE 9
Heats of Reaction at 16000 c 119

t

t

I

REACTION

I

0

Heat evolved at 1600 C
calories/male

Fe (1) + ~2(g) = FeO (1)

+59,000

9.

+33,000

+ ~ 02(g)

= CO(g)

+99,500

I

I

Fe (1) + CO (g) -. FeO + CO
2
+ CO (g) = 2 CO(g)
C
2
Fe(l) + H O(g) = FcO(l) +H2
2
C

+ H 0(g)
2

= CO(g)+H2 (g)

- 7,500

-33,500
- 1,200
-27,200

I
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'l'l.,us the addi tion of, for example, fuel oil to the oxygen
jet removes a key stage in the formation of fume, that of the supply
of an exotheric atmosphere to the zone above the bath without which
fume cannot be formed in appreciQble quantities.
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APPENDIX 3

Computer Programme for Output from Infra-Red Analyser
The aim of this programme was to integrate the infra-red
analyaeroutput as shown on the recorder, in order that events in the
vicinity

of the bath could be related to a bath composition.

analyser had three scales Le.

The

° - .01% CO2 , ° - .1%" CO2 and 0 -

1% CO
2
and a calibration curve was obtained, using Wosthoff calibration pumps,
of infra-red reading against gas composition.
The De La Rue Time-Sharing Computer Service was used and
one of their standard programmes, POLFTI ••• was able to curve fit the
calibration graph so that the maximum error on any calibration point
was 0.14%.
The recorder print-out was divided into 15 second time
intervals and the carbon losses indicated by the ordinate values were
integrated using Simpson's Rule, which assumes that the points on the ends
of the ordinates are joined by parabolic curves.

This is suffiCiently

accurate for data which also depends on the accuracy of analysis of the
starting material.
Nomenclature

z

= total number of sets of data

B,z

= specimen number

H

= interval between ordinates

V

= speed

W

= initial mass of sample

Y1

= initial carbon content

E

= dilution ratio

N

= total number of ordinates

N1

= total number of ordinates

N2

= number of ordinates for each calibration curve

C

= calibration curve i.e. 1,2 or 3

to date
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( 1 represents 0 -

.01%)

( 2 represents 0 -

.1%

)

( 3 represents 0 - 1.0%

)
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FLOWSHEEr

Apply
Read
Correct
in

\
/

Calibration

Data
Curve

Convert
I.R output
to

Convert

%CO 2
to wt.
C loss

"

/

Integrate to
find
total C
loss

.

Multiply

Print Out
Predicted
Final Bath

I,

by

.

Dilution

Composition

Ratio

I

f

I,

-

I

-

DECArl8

ID READ Z
15 LET K=21
221 LET 0=21
21 LET H=21
22 LET V=21
23 LET W=21
24 LET Y!=0
25 LET E=21
26 LET ,\J=21
3D LET D=D+I
421 READ 8$,H,V,W,YI,E,~,
521 DH1 X(3,2211)
621 MAT X=ZER
921 LET G=21
95 LET G=I
1215 READ NI,~2,C
II2ILETP=21
1221 LET (,=21
1321 LET i'<=21
1421 LET 5=21
1521 LET T=21
1621 LET 0=0
I 721 FO rl P= G TO .\J I 5 TEP I
1821 READ X(I,P)
1921 NEXT P
22121 IF C=2 THE'I 3121
2121 IF C=3 THEN 399
2221. FOR O=G TO NI STEP I
2321 LET X(2,O)=.4921512217E-Ifl-.173312138E-2*X(I,O)+.42124818E_3*X(I,O)'2
2421 LET X(2, [,)=X(2, 0)-. 399211298E- 4*X( I, 0)' 3+.22154821IE-5*X( I,OP 4
2521 LET X(2,O)=X(2,O)-.64976376E-1*X(I,(J)'5+.12656669E_8*X(I.0)'6
2621 LET X(2,O)=X(2,(J)-.159451121E- U,,*X( 1,0). 7+.12423375E-12*X( 1,0)'8
2721.LET X(2,O)=X(2,O)-.54567221£-15*X(I,0)'9
2821 LET X(2,O)=X(2,O)+.12I3333213E-17*X(I,O)'10
2921 NEXT 0
32121 GC) TO 4621
3121 FOR O=G TJ'II STEP I
3221 LET X(2;0)=.5215152114E-9-.1733121421E-I*X(I,O)+.4212482IE-2*X(I,Q)'2
3321 LET X(2,O)=X(2,Q)-.39921121IE-3*X(I,O)'3+.221548213E_4*X(I,O)'4
3421 LET X(2,O)=X(2,O)-. 642176381 E- 6*X( I, (~)' 5+. 12656670E-1*X( I, 0)' 6
3521 LET X(2,O)=X(2,1')-. 15945111 E-9*X( I, 'JP 7+.12423376E-II *X( 1,0)'8
3621 LET X(2,[,)=X(2,O)-.54567225E-14*X(I,(,)'9+.12I3333213E-16*X(1,Q)'I2I
3721 NEXT 0
3821 GO TO 4621
3921 FOr< O=G TO NI STEP 1
'42121 LET X(2,O)=.5442743IE-8-.17331214(hX(I,Q)+.42124822E_I*XCI,,)'2
4121 LET XC2,O)=XC2,Q)-.39901212E-2*X(I,Q)'3+.2fl548213E-3*XCI,Q)'4
4221 LET X(2,O)=X(2,O)-.64fl76382E-5*X(l,Q)'5+.126566721E-6~X(l,O)'6
·4321 LET X(2,O)=X(2,Q)-.1594511IE-8*X(I,O)'7+.12423376E-10*XCI,0)'8
4421 LET XC2,O)=X(2,O)-.54567226E-13*XCI.0)'9+.12I3333214E_15*X(1,0)'121

-

DECARB

2 -

CO~TI~UED

450 NEXT l,)
460 FOk O=G TO NI STEP I
410 LET X(3,0>=(4*12*X(2,0»/(100*22.4>
480 ,~EXT 0
485 IF \J1='1 THE~ 520
500 LET G=G+N2
510 GO TO 105
520 LET F=0
530 LET L=0
540 LET F=X(3,1>
, 550 LET L=X(3,N>
560 LET S= F+L
510 FO~ k=2 TO 'I-I STEP 2
580 LET S=S+4*X(3.R>
590 ,~EXT R
600 FOR T=3 TO ~-2 STEP 2
610 LET S=S+2*X(3.T>
620 ~EXT T
•
630 LET A=(H/V>*S/3
640 LET A=A*E
650 LET MI=W*YI/100
660 LET M2=:'I1-A
610 LET Y2=(M2*100>/(W-~I+M2)
680 PRI~T TAB( IS> l"TEST NUMBER' ";B$
690 PRIN T
100 PkWT "INITIAL .MASS OF SAMPLE = ";W; " G"
110 PklNT
120 PRL~T "I'JI TIAL CARBO,\! CO,'1TE\!T = "; YI;" PCT"
130 PRI~T
140 PklNT "FINAL CARBON CO'lTE''1T
= ";Y2;" PCT"
150 PRINT
760 PRINT
110 PRI'IT
780 IF D<Z THE,\J 30
9999E'I ()
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Format of Computer Print Out
DEC~RB

15:41

MANCHR

27/03/69

TEST NUMBER SS106
INITIAL MASS OF SAMPLE

= 13.4285

INITHL CI\RBON CONTENT

= 4.6

FINAL CARBON CONTENT

= 3.37219

IIECARB

15:43

MANCHR

G

PCT
PCT

27/03/69

TEST NUMBER SS107
INITIAL MASS OF awMPLE = 13.3625 G
INITIAL CARBON CONTENT

= 4.6

FINAL CARBON CONTENT

= 2.15911 PCT

DECARB

10:07

MANCHR

PCT

28/03/69

TEST NUMBER SS110
INITIAB MASS OF SAMPLE = 13.5778 G
INITIAL C,\RBON CONTENT = 4.6
FINAL CARBON CONTENT

DECARB

10:09

PCT

= 8.87001E-02

MANCHR

28/03/69

TEST NUlIBER SS113
INITIl\L M,\SS OF SflMPLE = 13.2806
INITIlIL C,ffiBON CONTENT = 4.6
FINAL CARBON CONTENT

PCT

G

PCT

= 4.51862

PCT
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APPENDIX 4-

Nucleation of Carbon Monoxide Bubbles From
Irli thin a Steel Melt (rafs 23-25)
The mechanism of carbon mombxide bubble nucleation has
received considerable attention in recent years and has been widely
publicised

22,82

•

The nucleation of a bubble from within a homogeneous liquid
is very difficult since in addi tion to atmospheric and ferrostatic
pressure,a gas bubble is under an excess pressure ,given by:p = ~
r

0

IVhere)( is the surface tension, approx. 1500dynes/em at 1000 1\:.
r is the bubble
Thus a bubble of 1

radius

t' diameter

is subject to an excess pressure of 61

atmospheres and clearly bubbles containing a few molecul'os of carbon
monoxide will bo subject to pressures which can never be exceeded by
the supersaturation of molten iron with respect to carbon and oxygen
because both have limited solubilities.

The classical experiments of

Korber and Oelsen 19 who when using glazed crucibles, were able to hold
molten steel with Bupersaturations approaching 10 atmospheres of carbon
monoxide, verify that homogeneous nucleation is most unlikely.
The most widely accepted mechanism has been

t~at

carbon

diffuses to crevices in the refractory material where it reacts either
with trapped air or with oxygen that has also diffused from the bulk
metal.

The pocket of gas grows outwards from the crevice until it det-

aches itself and whilo rising te the surface, it grows due to reaction
at its surface.
In this study of fume formation, nucleation of carbon
monoxide appears to occur at hJQ different stages - in the melt and
within the ejected droplets.
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l'hile a detailed examination of the droplets in the vapour space is
difficult to achieve,it is certnin ~oth from the present investigations
and from observations of Distin

84

that for the bath to boil, there must

be an oxide layer (either complete or pllrtial) on the metal surface.
The mechanism bJ< ;/hich this oxide layer promotes nuclGation has beGn
discussed

in detail by Distin.

If a portion of the oxide is swept

beneath the surface by a circulating eddy, largG equilibrium CO saturations could be attained but it sooms mere likely that nucleation
takes place heterogeneously in crevices or, the oxide particles.

Once

nucleation has taken place, the boil is so violent that gas could well
be trapped under the surfnco and promote a chain of reactions as the
boil becomes more;in tense.

Neyer

88 , 90 has reported on an investigation

into the slag-mGtal emulsion region above the bath.
of metal ejections in this region revealed

int~rnal

An examination
cavities and

surface blowholes due to gas evolution and a microprobe analysis showed
thG prGsenee of iron oxide within the droplet.
For interpretation of his bursting drop expGriments, BakGr
considGred that homogeneous nucleation had

ta~en

oxidised surface being swept beneath the surface.
supersaturation of 50 atmospheres of

~O

4

place due to an
Ho considered that a

could bo obtained which is similar

to the figure obtained by Baker et a15 of 55 atmospberes.
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APPENDIX 5
Fu~~~£r.~~on

in Bottom Blowing

Any thoory proposed to explain the mechanism of fume formation
in oxygen steelmru<ing must tnl'.:e into account the remarkable difference
between top aLd bottom·-blowing.

The difference is shown in Figure 31

and it can be seen that with top-blowing the highest fume production rates
are associatod with the highest carbon levels, and a reduction in the bath
carbon contert results in a corresponding decrease in fume, whereas with
botto'''-blowing the majority of fume occurs at the elid of the heat at low
carbon levels.
An explanation of this effect is as follows:\f,1en ox-Jgen is hot tom-blown at high carbon levels, a rising oxygen bubble
removes carbon at the bubble wall and the reduced oxygen partial pressure
within the buhblu indicates that an oxide film at the bubble interface is
unlikely,

As the carbon level drops, an oxide film will be produced at

an earlier stage in the passage of the bubble, i.e. at a higher oxygen
partial pressure.

This will cause droplets to be ejected into the bubble

where they may explode to a degree depending on the exothermic nature of
the gas wi t'lin the rising bubble.

Thus the sUbstantial quanti tics of fume

will be produ.ced at tho lowest carbon levels where an oxide film is
quickly formed and ,There surface decarburization only tMCS place to a very
small

de~ree.

Clearly the above picture is much simplified from that which
in practice.

Tho concept of

orifice is not probable

1

discr~te

o~curs

bubbles originating from a submerged

and a more likely system is one of metal drops,

streamers, and globules suspended within a gas stream.

TYPICAL EFFECTS OF

CARBON

CONTENT OF IRON

BATH ON SMOKE EVOLUTION IN
BOTTOM

BOTH TOP AND

BLOWING
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APPENDIX 6
Heat Losses From Molten Iron rrt 16000 c
Radiation
Heat loss Q = ea (T 1

4

where e is the emissivity (assumod

- T2

4

)

= 0.4)

ais the Stefan - Boltzmann constant
= 1.01 x 10-8 1b-cal/h r-ft 2-

T is the molten iron temperature
1
T is the ambient temperature
2

0

K4

= 16000 C

= 15or,

Inserting Values

Q = 49692 1b-cals/hr _ ft2
= 6.74 g. cals/sec - cm

Convection

2

(Ref 111)

where h is the heat transfer coefficient

For Streamline Flow:-

where I is the

l~ngth

of convection path

= 1~

Inserting Values

Q = 5228 lb - cals/hr - ft 2
= 0.71

Thus

%heat

g. cals/sec - cm2

loss due to convection

=

5228
54920

= 9.596

x 100

inches
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APPENDIX 7
Computer ProGramme For Heat Balance oti
Ejected Droplets
Nomenclature
C1

= initial carbon content

P1

= partial pressure of oxygen

T1

=

T2

= droplet temperature

T3

=

time for oxide formation

T4

=

temperature rise in droplet

Q1

= heat loss by radiation

Q2

= heat gained by chemical reaction.

D

= droplet diameter

J

= flux of oxygen/unit area

A

= droplet area

V

= droplet volume.

time

1 PRINT

11

TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON MOLTEN EJECTIONS"

2 PRINT
3· ··PRINT
10 LET

C1 = 4.5

15 LET

P1 = 0.1

20

T2 = 1873

LET

25 LET

D=.OOOl

30 LET

T1= 0

35 LET

A = 3.14*D"'2

40

LET V = 0.14/6) *D"3

50 LET J = (18.3*P1)/(82.05*T2)
60 LET
70

LET

T3 = (V*7.16*(C1-0.35))/(2*J*A*100*12)
Q,1 = 0.5*A*1.36E-12*(T2"4-373'.4)
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80 LET Q2 = J*A*33000
90 LET

Q = Q2-Q1

100

LET T4 = (Q* .001) /(V*7.16*0.144)

110

PRINT P1,T2,T1,D

120

LET

T1 = T1+.001

122 IF T1
125 LET
127 IF T2

.01

THEN 150

T2=T2+T4
1800 THEN 150

130 IF T1 T3 THEN 50
133 PRINT
140 PRINT "OXIDE FORl11\TION OCCURRED"
150 PRINT
160 PRINT " TIl1E FOR OXIDE FORl1I\TION = ";T3;" SECS"
170 PRINT
180 LET D = 10*D
190 LET T2=1873
200 IF D .1

THEN 30

205 LET P1=P1+0.1
207

IF P1

210 END

1.05 THEN 25
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